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Abstract 

 

Energy and sustainability are two grand challenges for the 21st century. The society has been 

benefited from the manufacturing industry closely related to petroleum refining since the 20th 

century. However, great potential crisis lies in the supplements of chemicals, materials, polymers, 

energy and fuels due to the limited reserves of unrenewable crude oil. Meanwhile, the emerging 

trend of global warming and the raising public awareness on human and environmental safety are 

leading to more comprehensive legislations on environmental protection. These factors urge both 

scientific and industrial innovation in evolving substitutions for petrochemical industry from 

renewable resources to secure the sustainable development of society.  

In this regard, environmental benign biorefineries can be a promising substitution to petroleum 

refineries. Tremendous amount of renewable lignocellulosic biomass, such as forestry waste and 

agricultural residues, can be used as sustainable carbon sources and prospective feedstocks for 

biorefineries. Unlike the open carbon cycle from the petroleum refinery, it is a close carbon cycle 

for biorefinery using biomass which is more eco-friendly and sustainable. Therefore, the shift from 

petroleum-based to renewable biomass-based refinery will be of great help for the development of 

sustainability and energy independence while reducing greenhouse gas emissions.[1,2] 

Lignocellulosic biomass are complex materials comprising of  three main fractions, namely 

cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, which can be deconstructed into platform molecules via 

thermal, biological or chemical conversion strategies. These platform molecules can be 

subsequently upgraded into various chemicals, materials and fuels, in which catalysis, especially 

heterogeneous catalysis, plays an essential role in the transformation. 

Heterogeneous catalysts, most of which are solid state materials, function in different phase from 

reactants in the liquid or gaseous phasic reaction mixture. As compared to homogeneous catalysts, 

heterogeneous catalysts are advantageous in easier separation and reuse, higher high concentration 
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of active sites and stability under harsh conditions.[3] Apart from the intrinsic physical and 

chemical properties of the constitutive components, catalyst nanostructures, or the processing 

technology, has significant effect on the heterogeneous catalytic performance.[4] Nanocomposite 

catalysts synthesized by chemical processes can benefit from the possible synergetic catalytic 

effect that can greatly enhance the catalytic activity. Besides, the increase of catalyst surface area 

is also beneficial for the catalytic processes with enhancement in the contact between reactants 

and catalysts, as well as possible higher concentration of catalytic active sites. Therefore, there is 

great potential in the development of nanostructure composite materials for catalytic applications.  

Flow chemistry and photochemistry are two appealing partners with green chemistry towards 

sustainability. In contrast to batch processes, flow ones are benefitted from the minimization of 

reaction time and waste generation, easy scale-up, energy and cost efficiency, together with 

improvement in safety.[5] Photocatalytic processes, utilizing photoenergy to drive many useful 

chemical reactions, have been considered as green technologies for both chemical and energy 

conversions since Fujishima and Honda first reported photocatalytic water splitting in 1972.[6] 

In general, the current dissertation will be focused on the development of novel nanomaterials with 

the applications in valorizing biomass derived platform molecules using flow chemistry, 

photochemistry and, finally, photochemistry in flow.  
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1.1. Shift from petroleum refinery to biorefinery 

1.1.1. Limits of petroleum refinery 

The petroleum refinery industry has been developing dramatically over past centuries, 

providing both energy and materials as well as a wide range of useful chemical products. Though 

the fossil fuels will remain the role as major energy sources in the near future, it is coming to the 

crossroads for shifting to renewable and sustainable sources to secure the future energy and 

material supply, driven by number of factors. 

 

Figure 1. Global proven crude oil reserves of 2017. Unit: billion bbl. Data sources: U.S. Energy 

Information Administration, International Energy Statistics.[7] 

Population growth is one of the critical factors (current population is about 7.6 billion, 2018) 

with numbers expanding to 9.2 billion in 2040. The demographic change together with 

improvement of living standards are raising the demand for energy and materials. The total primary 

energy demand at 2015 was 276.0 million barrels of oil equivalent per day (mboe/d), while it will 

increase by 35%, up to 372 mboe/d by 2040 according to the estimation from OPEC.[8] In particular, 

the long-term oil demand is anticipated to increase from 95.4 mb/d in 2016 to 111.1 mb/d in 2040. 

As known to all, fossil fuels are non-renewable resources and the current global proven crude oil 
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reserves are 1645.74 billion bbl (as shown in Figure 1). In other words, these might be exhausted 

in a foreseeable future (ca. 100-200 years). 

 

Figure 2. Regional CO2 emissions from 1965 to 2016. Unit: million tonnes (mt). Data sources: 

BP Statistical Review of World Energy.[9] 

Meanwhile, the massive use and burning of fossil fuels in the last century has contributed to 

enormous amount of CO2 emissions into the atmosphere. The global CO2 emissions are 33.4 

billion tonnes (bt) in 2016, expected to increase to around 40.6 bt by 2040. As CO2 is one of the 

main contributors to greenhouse gas (GHGs) emissions, the dramatic increase in CO2 emissions is 

raising the potential of climate change, especially global warming. As shown in Figure 3, GHGs 

emissions of energy generated from fossil fuels are much higher than those from other sources. 

With the rising of public concern on global warming and environmental protection, various actions 

should be and are undertaking to control CO2 emissions. In this regard, sustainable development 

goals (SDGs) were endorsed by the United Nations (UN in 2015, including affordable & clean 

energy (SDG 7) and climate action (SDG 13). Following the SDG 7 and SDG 13, the Paris Climate 

Agreement is targeting at dealing with greenhouse gas emissions mitigation, adaptation, and 

finance in respond to the trend of global warming. Though the announcement of US’s withdrawal 

from the Paris Climate Agreement is bringing up uncertainty to the development of international 

environmental protection, the remaining countries and regions are still working closely to reduce 
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CO2 emissions. For example, the EU’s three-pronged energy policies (energy security, energy 

affordability, and sustainability) are targeting at reducing GHGs emissions by 20%, 40% and 80-95% 

of 1990 levels by 2020, 2030 and 2050 respectively, while increasing the share of renewables in 

its energy mix. According to the targets of China’s Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC), a 

64–70% reduction of GHGs emissions intensity below 2005 levels will be achieved by 2030 

together with increasing share of non-fossil energy sources in the total primary energy supply to 

around 20%. Besides, India is also taking actions to fulfil such plan of reducing GHGs emissions 

intensity by 33-35% of 2005 levels by 2030. In general, these policies are aiming at reducing 

GHGs emissions by lowering share of fossil fuels while increasing those of renewables. 

 

Figure 3. Lifecycle GHGs emissions from different electricity generation sources (within 50th 

percentile). Unit: gCO2 eq/kWh. [10] 

The petroleum refinery based on limited reserves is encountering with the rising energy and 

material demand together with more strict legislations towards sustainable development. Therefore, 

there is strong necessity and urgency to develop sustainable alternatives to petroleum to secure 

energy and materials future supply. In this regard, biorefineries using renewable biomass resources 

can be considered as a perfect candidate that can provide biofuels for energy use, as well as various 

upstream materials for manufacturing industries.   
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1.1.2. The coming era of biorefinery 

Biomass is inseparable to the human history so that human beings have been using biomass 

(such as woods, stalks, straws and animal manure) for energy purposes including cooking and 

heating. The traditional combustion of biomass is usually poorly efficient, while generating serious 

negative impacts on health and living conditions. Therefore, modern knowledge on chemistry and 

biology will benefit in more efficient and benign utilization of biomass, in the form of modern 

biorefinery.  

 

Figure 4. Homo sapiens making fire by drilling wood.[11] 

In the IEA Bioenergy Task 42, a thorough definition of biorefinery was introduced as 

“Biorefinery is the sustainable processing of biomass into a spectrum of marketable products (food, 

feed, materials, chemicals) and energy (fuels, power, heat)”.[12] Unlike the broken cycle in 

petroleum refineries, biorefinery using biomass as carbon sources possesses an in principle closed 

carbon cycle (as shown in Figure 5). In detail, CO2 generated from biorefinery using carbon-

neutral biomass can gradually return to subsequent biomass regrowth under sunlight, while the 

CO2 emitted from the petroleum refinery processes will mostly accumulate in the atmosphere, 

effectively off-setting the current carbon equilibrium because these carbon sources have been 

reserved for millions of years. Therefore, CO2 emissions from fuels, chemicals and materials 
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produced with abundant and carbon-neutral renewable biomass can be in principle considered as 

reduced in comparison to CO2 emissions from petroleum refineries.[13,14] 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of carbon cycles between biorefinery and petroleum refinery 

The biorefinery can be considered as an integrated unit with different technologies (i.e. 

extraction, biochemical, and thermochemical processes) that can transform biomass into useful 

value-added products such as fuels, chemicals and materials. An integrated, close-to-zero-waste 

biorefinery system was proposed, utilizing a sequential process of extractions and combination of 

biochemical and thermal processing steps together with internal recycle of energy and waste 

(Figure 6).[15]  

As an analogue of petroleum refineries, integrated biorefineries utilizing renewable biomass 

as carbon sources can offer numerous alternatives in fuels, chemicals and materials to petroleum 

refineries, showing its great advantage in sustainability (in terms of feedstocks and low carbon 

emissions) and legislations. Therefore, the era of biorefinery is coming in a foreseeable future. 
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Figure 6. Integrated biorefinery system with internal energy and waste gases recycled[15] 

 

1.1.3. Lignocellulosic biomass feedstocks for biorefineries 

1.1.3.1. Opportunities for valorization of lignocellulosic biomass 

There are mainly two sectors of feedstocks for biorefineries: dedicated feedstocks (dedicated 

crops, grasses, forestry, and aquaculture) and biomass (to be specific, biomass waste, including 

agricultural and agro-industrial waste, forestry residues, food waste and other organic residues).[16–

40]  

The current success of commercial biofuels is based on first-generation biofuel technologies: 

i) production of bioethanol via yeast fermentation of sugar and starch crops; ii) production of 
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biodiesel via chemical conversion of plant oils or animal fats.[15] Sugar crops (sugarcane and sugar 

beet) and starch crops (mainly corn and wheat) have been used as raw materials to produce 

bioethanol in quite large scale in European Union and countries such as USA and Brazil.[40–47] 

Besides, oil-based crops such as rapeseed and sunflower are also used to produce biodiesel in USA, 

Germany and other countries. [2,48,49,12]  Indeed, first-generation biofuels can be alternatives to 

certain fuels from petroleum refining. However, these feedstocks compete with food/feed and 

demand huge amount of fertile land for growth that massive use of these feedstocks in biorefineries 

might result in an increase of feedstock prizes and food crisis. Therefore, first-generation of 

biofuels is limited by the unsustainable feedstock supply. Apart from crops, extensive use of 

grasses and forestry as raw materials may also destroy the ecology balance and damage the 

environment. Therefore, feedstocks from the first sectors can be used as raw materials in 

biorefineries, which might have passive effects to the human society or the environment.  

 

Figure 7. Annual estimate of world crop residue production in 2010[50] 
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In contrast, utilization of the largely available crop-derived and forest-derived lignocellulosic 

biomass can avoid the struggle of food versus fuel and partially meet demands for energy and 

materials.[22] As shown in Figure 7, the total annual world crop residues was estimated as 3836.37 

million tons, mainly consisting of stalks and straws from maize, rice, wheat and sugarcane 

bagasse.[50] Moreover, the global quantity of economically and ecologically recoverable forest-

derived biomass (logging residues, processing residues, and discarded wood-based products) is 

projected to be 1780 million dry metric tons by 2050.[51,52] Herein, great potential lies in the 

valorization of enormous amounts of lignocellulosic biomass for fuels and chemicals production. 

1.1.3.2. Compositions of lignocellulosic biomass 

Lignocellulosic biomass comprise of three main fractions, namely cellulose, hemicellulose 

and lignin (Figure 8), being a non-edible and renewable feedstock with significant potential for 

the sustainable production of valuable fuels and chemicals.[53,54]  

 

Figure 8. Cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin monomer species within the structure of 

lignocellulosic biomass.(adapted from[55]) 
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Cellulose is a vital structural component of the primary cell wall of green plants and a 

crystalline homopolymer consisting of β (1→ 4) linked D-glucose units, which can be 

deconstructed into glucose monomers.[56] Unlike cellulose, hemicellulose comprises a mixture of 

C5 (mainly xylose) and C6 sugars, with a structure that varies in different lignocellulosic 

biomass.[57] Lignin is a complex cross-linked phenolic polymer composed of randomly branched 

phenylpropenoid building block units, with a different structure depending on the source.[58] The 

cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin compositions vary among different lignocellulosic biomass 

(Table 1). 

Table 1. Compositions of different lignocellulosic biomass (adapted from[50]) 

Sources Cellulose (%) Hemicellulose (%) Lignin (%) 

Corn stover 31.0 (mf wt%) 43.0 (mf wt%) 13.0 (mf wt%) 

Wheat straw 32.4 (mf wt%) 41.8 (mf wt%) 16.7 (mf wt%) 

Cereal straws 35–40 26% 15-20 

Poplar aspen 42.3 (mf wt%) 31.0 (mf wt%) 16.2 (mf wt%) 

Rice straw 32.6 27.3 18.4 

Baggase 65 (total carbohydrate) - 18.4 

Oil palm frond 49.8 (α) 83.5 (holocellulose) 20.5 

Coconut 44.2 (α) 56.3 (holocellulose) 32.8 

Pineapple leaf 73.4 (α) 80.5 (holocellulose) 10.5 

Banana stem 63.9 (α) 65.2 (holocellulose) 18.6 

Softwood 40–50 25–30 25-35 

Hardwood 40–50 25–35 20-25 

Big bluestem (whole plant) 29–37 21–25 17-24 

Switchgrass (whole plant) 31–35 24–28 17-23 

Jatropha waste 56.31 17.47 23.91 

Considering the complex structures and various compositions of lignocellulosic sources, the 

development of integrated biorefinery processes is necessary for the effective transformation of 

lignocellulosic biomass to high value-added fuels, chemicals and materials. Integrated biorefinery 
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processes can be generally divided into two steps: i) decomposition of complicated lignocellulose 

structures into basic platform molecules; ii) sequential upgrading platform molecules to high 

value-added products (fuels, chemicals and materials).  

 

 

Figure 9. Flowchart of biobased products derived lignocellulosic biomass feedstocks. SG: 

syngas; Ar: aromatics  

1.1.3.3. Promising platform molecules for upgrading 

Extensive research efforts have been carried out aiming to deconstruct complex 

lignocellulosic feedstocks via biological, biochemical or thermochemical methods, obtaining 

prospective platform molecules (saccharides, polyols and alcohols, furans and acids).[59–67] For 

example, complete transformation of lignocellulosic biomass was achieved by utilizing integrated 

systems with catalyst recycling, obtaining aromatic monomers and aliphatic alcohols which can 

be further converted into valuable chemicals and fuels.[54]   

Among various biomass derived platform molecules, furfural is a promising chemical for 

biofuels and chemicals production, which can be obtained from the hydrolysis and subsequent 

dehydration of hemicellulose-derived xylose. In the report from U.S. Department of Energy, 

furfural was selected as one of the top 30 biomass derived potential platform chemicals.[68]  
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Figure 10. Furfural derived valuable chemicals and fuels (adapted from [69]) 

The most versatile pathway for upgrading furanic components is hydrogenation.[69] By 

controlling the degree of hydrogenation, various furfural derivatives can be obtained, such as 

furfuryl alcohol (FA), tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol (THFA), 2-methyl furan (MF), 2-methyl 

tetrahydrofuran (MTHF) or further hydrogenation of the furan ring and its opening to alcohols, 

diols and, eventually, alkanes (Figure 11).[69–72] In this regard, around 60–70% of the global 

furfural production is transformed into FA, which can be further upgrade to alkyl levulinates via 

alcoholysis or direct hydrogenation of the furan ring to THFA. [73–81] Furthermore, alkyl levulinates 

can be subsequently converted to γ-valerolactone (GVL) by hydrogenation which has wide 

applications as solvent, fuel additive and liquid fuel, as well as precursor for valuable chemicals 

(e.g., olefins, polymers, 5-nanonone).[82–85] Though GVL can also be obtained by hydrogenation 

of levulinic acid, there are some limitations that should be taken into consideration for practical 

applications. Production of levulinic acid is usually conducted in acidic aqueous media in practical 

applications, which raises costs and difficulties for mineral acid recovery and separation of 

levulinic acid because of its high polarity and boiling point.[86–88] Therefore, the use of  acid-free 

alkyl levulinates produced by alcoholysis of various carbohydrates for the production of GVL may 

be advantageous. 
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Figure 11. Reaction pathways in the catalytic hydrogenation of furfural[70] 

As one of the main fractions of lignocellulosic biomass, lignin also provides great 

opportunities in valorization to useful products. Due to the complexity and great difference of 

lignin structures among various biomass sources, it is difficult to valorize lignin directly while 

depolymerization of lignin is necessary for downstream processes. The depolymerization of lignin 

targets low molecular weight mono- or oligomers, for which various methods  (physical, chemical, 

and biological treatment) can be considered as pretreatment for breaking down the lignin 

structure.[89–95] The dominant chemical structures should be well identified after pretreatment to 

set up applicable industrial processes because the drastic change of lignin structure during the 

industrial extraction and isolation processes.[96] TiO2 doped with rare earth or non-metallic 

elements (sulfur and boron) were found to be highly efficient in the degradation of lignin.[97,98] 

Photocatalytic depolymerization of lignin in rice husk was performed by Lu et al. using TiO2 under 

UV irradiation, obtaining complex product mixtures including alkanes, alkenes, arenes, alkanols, 

alkenols, phenols, benzyl aldehyde, ketones, carbocyclic acids, alkanoates, phthalates, and 

nitrogen-, sulfur- and oxygen-containing organic compounds.[99] However, direct upgrading of 

lignin remains challenging because of the difficulty in the separation of the complex structure of 

lignin and extensive studies have been conducted on simpler model compounds that represent 

essential unit structures present in lignin.[100,101]  

Among transformations of various lignin model molecules, the selective photocatalytic 

oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde is particularly attractive and has been intensively 

investigated.[102] Apart from providing potential reactivity and transformation strategies for the 

valorization of lignin compounds, the selective conversion of alcohols to the corresponding 

carbonyl compounds is of vital importance in organic chemistry. In addition, benzaldehyde is the 
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second most important aromatic molecule and has wide applications in various industrial sectors 

(cosmetic, food, pharmaceutical, and perfumery). Traditional routes for benzaldehyde production 

are either toluene chlorination or toluene oxidation, involving the use of toxic compounds 

(chromate, hypochlorite, peroxy acids, and other chemicals) while the photocatalytic selective 

oxidation of benzyl alcohol to generate benzaldehyde can provide a promising alternative 

protocol.[103] The mechanism for the photocatalytic oxidation of benzyl alcohol with TiO2 was 

reported by Higashimoto et al. A strong interaction between the OH groups on the TiO2 surface 

and benzyl alcohol (phenyl ring and alcohol group) forms a surface complex, enhancing the visible 

light absorption by ligand to metal charge transfer (Figure 12).[104]  

 

Figure 12. Proposed reaction mechanism for the selective photocatalytic oxidation of benzyl 

alcohol with molecule O2 on TiO2 surface under visible light irradiation (adapted from [104]) 

In general, a remarkable potential lies in valorization of platform molecules derived from 

abundant lignocellulosic biomass. It will be the next milestone in sustainability development if 

biomass valorization partners with modern technologies for the highly efficient production of fuels, 

chemicals and materials. 
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1.2. Modern technologies for biomass valorization 

1.2.1. From batch to flow chemistry 

Flow chemistry can partner ideally with green chemistry towards sustainability.[5] Continuous 

flow reactors have been applied in manufacture industries for over a century. With remarkable 

advances in microfabrication technology, flow chemistry and microreactors that involve chemical 

engineering, organic synthesis and green chemistry have received increasing attention as 

fascinating topics. Advances in flow chemistry led to significant improvement in safety, reduced 

energy consumption and expansion of reaction conditions.  

In the flow process, reactants are introduced continuously into the reaction system where they 

react in contact with the catalytic active species with better defined temperature and flow fields, 

and subsequently leave the reaction space. The process variables (temperature, pressure, etc.) are 

better controlled in flow processes. Flow chemistry are significantly advantageous in different 

aspects listed below:[105,106] 

1) Well-controlled mixing (micromixing) and extremely large surface-to-volume ratios 

2) Well-controlled heat exchange and enhanced mass transfer 

3) Increased multiphase interactions 

4) Improved reaction selectivity and increased reproducibility 

5) Multistep reaction sequences 

6) Increased safety of operation 

7) Possibility to use immobilized catalysts 

8) Improved irradiation of the reaction mixture (photochemistry) 

9)  Increased electrode surface-to-reactor volume ratio (electrochemistry) 

10)  Increased capacity to run serial reactions. 

The H-Cube is an emerging commercial continuous flow reactor from ThalesNano (Hungary) 

with real-time high-pressure hydrogenator based on water electrolysis, allowing the possibility to 

perform various hydrogenation reactions, including hydrogenation of various biomass derived 

platform molecules (levulinic acid, furfural, etc.).[106–111] Recently, Bottecchia et al. reported 

visible-light-induced photocatalytic aerobic oxidation of thiols to disulfides in a continuous-flow 

TiO2 packed-bed reactor, achieving significant improvements in efficiency and yield of 
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disulfides.[112] g-C3N4 photocatalyzed radical cyclization in continuous flow using THF as electron 

and hydrogen donor was reported by Woźnica et al., which conversion >99% and selectivity >80% 

in most of the cases. The application of flow processes significantly improves the selectivity and 

drastically reduces reaction time. 

There are also some challenges in use of flow reactors such as managing solids in flow, 

integration of reactor components (pumps, reactors, back- pressure regulators), and integration of 

new features (in-line monitoring and purification).[106] Regardless these limitations, flow chemistry 

is still a promising tool in green chemistry, that benefits in minimization of time and waste, 

optimization of time screening, high energy and cost efficiency, potential improvements in scale-

up and improvement in safety. 

1.2.2. Rising of TiO2 based heterogeneous photocatalysis 

According to the definition by IUPAC, photocatalysis is alteration of rate or initiation of a 

chemical reaction in presence of photocatalyst that absorbs ultraviolet, visible or infrared radiation 

and contributes to the chemical transformation of the reaction partners.[113] The idea of exploiting 

the solar energy is not novel concept as originally proposed by Ciamician in 1912.[114] However, 

it was not commonly used as a generally accepted term, photocatalysis, before the report by 

Fujishima and Honda in 1972 that utilized TiO2 electrodes for water photolysis.[6]  

Photocatalysis that can utilize abundant and inexpensive solar energy for chemical 

transformation is considered as one promising, sustainable, nonhazardous and economically 

feasible technology. Various heterogeneous photocatalysts have been extensively investigated, 

such as metal oxides nanoparticles, metal dichalcogenides, composite nanomaterials, metal 

organic frameworks, graphitic carbon nitride, etc.[115–127] Among these photocatalysts, TiO2 

materials have been intensively investigated and shown great potential as ideal and powerful 

photocatalysts for various chemical reactions due to their photocatalytic activity, high thermal and 

chemical stability, low cost, and non-toxicity.  

TiO2 is a type of semiconductor material with electrical conductivity between conductor and 

insulator. In semiconductor materials, the conduction band (CB) is formed by the interaction of 

the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), whereas the valence band (VB) of a 
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semiconductor is formed by the interaction of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), 

while the energy range between CB and VB is called forbidden bandgap (bandgap or energy gap), 

denoted as Eg. The light absorption property and redox capability of a semiconductor photocatalyst 

is determined by the band structure (bandgap and the locations of CB &VB). 

A general photocatalytic process in a semiconductor material is illustrated in Figure 13, in 

which electrons are excited from VB to CB upon absorption of photons with energy no less than 

Eg, leaving the positive charge holes in VB. The electron excitation process of TiO2 can be 

expressed as: TiO2 + hν → e-(TiO2) + h+(TiO2). There are three possible pathways for 

photogenerated electron-hole pairs: (1) migration to the TiO2 surface and subsequent participation 

in the photo-redox reaction; (2) trapping by the defective sites in the TiO2 structure; (3) 

recombination and energy releasing in the form of either heat or photon. Only the first pathway is 

effectively contributing to the photocatalytic process, while the other two are generally considered 

as deactivation processes. 

 

Figure 13. Schematic illustration of a typical photocatalytic process on semiconductor 

photocatalysts 
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The phase structure has significant impact of the physical/chemical properties of TiO2 materials, 

especially on photocatalytic performance. There are main four polymorphs for TiO2: anatase, 

brookite, rutile and TiO2(B), comprising TiO2 octahedra with different unit distortions and 

edge/corner sharing manners (Figure 14).[128] The difference in lattice structures cause the 

difference in density and electronic band structure that lead to different bandgaps. The bandgaps 

of bulk TiO2 are 3.20, 2.96 and 3.02 eV for anatase, brookite, rutile phase respectively, which 

results in the different photocatalytic performances. Rutile is the most thermal stable phase, while 

the other three are metastable ones. Among the four polymorphs, anatase and rutile are the most 

frequently investigated photocatalysts. 

 

Figure 14. Crystalline structures of TiO2 in different phases: (a) anatase, (b) rutile, (c) brookite, 

and (d) TiO2(B). (Adapted from [128]) 
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Though the range of light absorption of rutile are slightly more than that of anatase, anatase is 

still advantageous in several aspects that benefit for its photocatalytic performance: slightly higher 

redox driving force, higher surface area for enhancement in absorption capability and number of 

active sites, more efficient charge separation resulted from prolific oxygen vacancies. Therefore, 

anatase usually exhibits higher photocatalytic activity than rutile. 

Since photocatalytic processes are initiated by light absorption and utilize the photogenerated 

electron-hole pairs for the redox reaction, the number and energy of photons absorbed by the 

photocatalyst have strong influence on the photocatalytic activity. The main drawback of anatase 

is the large bandgap, 3.2 eV, which means only UV light (λ < 387 nm) can be used for the electron 

excitation, limiting its utilization of the abundant solar light, especially visible light irradiation. 

Moreover, the photocatalytic activity of TiO2 is also restricted by the fast recombination of 

photogenerated charge carriers. Therefore, it is necessary to expand the absorption capability of 

TiO2 and delay the rate of recombination of electron-hole pairs to improve its photocatalytic 

activity from the fundamental point of view. 

1.2.2.1. Visible Light-Responsive TiO2 

Enormous research efforts have been devoted to inducing visible light activity to TiO2 that 

endow its activation for photocatalytic reaction by visible light, mainly by the following efficient 

strategies: (1) introduction of dopants into the TiO2 matrix to narrow its bandgap; (2) surface 

sensitization with visible light materials as light harvesters.  

Heteroatom doping. O 2p orbitals are dominant in VB of TiO2, while Ti 3d, 4s, 4p orbitals 

contribute to the vacant CB of TiO2 which lower position is decided by Ti 3d orbitals.[129,130] With 

the incorporation of cation dopants into the TiO2 matrix, an impurity energy level could be 

introduced into the bandgap, which can act as either electron donor or acceptor, endowing visible 

light absorption capability to TiO2.
[131,132]  TiO2 doped with various cations (e.g. Cu2+, Fe3+, Nb5+, 

Ni2+, etc.) exhibited a significant enhancement in visible light absorption, responsible for the 

improvement in photocatalytic activity.[133–137] However, cation doping might cause structural 

instability, for which anion doping may be an alternatively interesting approach to enhanced the 

light absorption capability of TiO2.
[137] Rather than modifying the CB of TiO2, narrowing the 
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bandgap of TiO2 is achieved by reconstruction of the VB by shifting it upwards replacing O in 

TiO2 crystals with various anions such as C, N, S, P, etc.[137–141] Likewise, the improvement in the 

light absorption of TiO2 by anion doping also promotes the photocatalytic activity of TiO2. 

Interestingly, Pal et al. reported decreasing photocatalytic activity in hydrogen production over 

TiO2 doped with various anions in the following order: C-TiO2 >S-TiO2>N-TiO2.
[142]  

Surface sensitization. Apart from introduction of dopants into the TiO2 lattice, dye 

sensitization is another option for an extension of TiO2 visible light absorption. The proposed 

mechanism for general photocatalytic process on dye-sensitized semiconductors is illustrated in 

Figure 15. In detail, the dye molecules are firstly absorbed onto the surface semiconductor as 

sensitizer. Upon visible light irradiation, the dye molecules are excited and generate electrons that 

are transferred to the CB of semiconductor. Reduction-half reaction and oxidation-half reaction 

occur separately in the dye-sensitized semiconductor system: reduction-half reaction takes place 

on the surface of semiconductor (reception of electrons in CB); while the sacrificial agent is 

oxidized during the regeneration of the excited dye molecules. Various dyes have been employed 

to sensitize TiO2 such as Rhodamine B, Alizarin Red and Eosin Y and obtaining greatly improved 

photocatalytic activity, among which Eosin Y exhibits excellent light absorption ability and 

relatively high stability.[143–148] 

 

Figure 15. Schematic illustration of mechanism for general photocatalytic process on dye-

sensitized semiconductor (adapted from [128]) 
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1.2.2.2. Heterojunction TiO2 

The photogenerated charge carriers are either separated or recombined during transportation 

to the catalytic active sites on TiO2 surface, while the effective charge separation is a crucial factor 

to secure the quantum efficiency. In this regard, creating heterojunctions between TiO2 with other 

materials, mainly semiconductors, can promote the photocatalytic activity due to the extension of 

light absorption, increase of surface area and active site density and enhance spatial separation of 

the photogenerated charge carriers.  

Heterojunction is defined as the interface between two different semiconductor materials with 

different band structure, causing energy band alignment, which can facilitate spatial separation of 

electron-hole pairs via migration of electron/hole between the semiconductors across the 

heterojunction.[149–151] Typically, there are three types of conventional heterojunctions 

photocatalysts (type I, II and III) which are illustrated in Figure 16.[152] 

 

Figure 16. Schematic illustration of band structures and separation of charge carriers in three 

types of conventional heterojunction photocatalysts: a) type-I, b) type-II, and c) type-III 

heterojunctions (adapted from [152]) 
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Type II heterojunction photocatalysts are the only one with effective spatial separation of 

charge carriers among conventional ones for which both electrons and holes accumulate on the 

same semiconductor (type I heterojunction photocatalysts), while electron-hole cannot migrate 

between the two semiconductors in type III heterojunction photocatalysts due to the staggered gap. 

For example, TiO2/g-C3N4 is a typical type II heterojunction photocatalyst, which showed strong 

visible light absorption and great improvement in photocatalytic activity due to the presence of 

heterojunctions between TiO2 and g-C3N4.
[153–155] α-Fe2O3 is a visible light responsive n-type 

semiconductor, type II heterojunctions can be constructed in α-Fe2O3-TiO2 heterostructured 

photocatalysts with strong visible light response and enhancement in photocatalytic performance, 

benefiting from the promoted light absorption and electron-hole pair separation.[156,157] 

Due to the excellent electron conductivity of carbon materials, TiO2/carbon material 

heterostructures have received increasing attention as photocatalysts. With the presence of 

sp2-hybridized orbitals, carbon materials usually exhibit high electron conductivity, facilitating the 

charge transfer and inhibit the recombination of electron-hole pairs when coupled with TiO2-based 

photocatalysts.[158–160] 

1.2.2.3. TiO2 based photocatalytic transformation of lignocellulose-

based molecules 

As discussed in previous sections, there is great potential in transforming lignocellulosic 

biomass derived molecules to valuable fuels, chemicals and materials. Due to the recent advances 

in photocatalysis, photocatalytic hydrogen production by reforming lignocellulosic biomass 

derived molecules and photocatalytic selective oxidation of platform molecules have attracted 

intensive attention and may be a promising alternative to conventional thermochemical biomass 

conversion processes. As compared to photocatalytic water-splitting, hydrogen production by 

photocatalytic reforming lignocellulosic biomass derived molecules maybe more viable and 

practical because it may be more efficient,[161] with these molecules potentially acting as sacrificial 

agents to delay the recombination rate of electron-hole pairs.[101] Meanwhile, photocatalysis also 

shows its advantages in transforming lignocellulosic biomass derived platform molecules such as 

alcohols, polyols and sugars, with high efficiency and selectivity. 
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Mesoporous carbon templated synthesized TiO2 exhibited remarkable high photocatalytic 

generation rate in hydrogen production (188 μmol h-1) under methanol reforming conditions, 

which can be attributed to the Ti3+ generated by hydrogen treatment.[162] Fontelles-Carceller et al. 

reported a highly efficient hydrogen production by photocatalytic reforming of the sacrificial agent, 

methanol, using Pt promoted TiO2 photocatalysts.[163,164] Other biomass derived substrates can also 

be employed in hydrogen production via photoreforming such as alcohols (e.g. ethanol, glycol and 

polyols), aldehydes (e.g. formaldehyde, acetaldehyde), carboxylic acids (e.g. formic acid, acetic 

acid, lactic acid) and saccharides.[117] Sonication-assisted nanostructured synthesized TiO2 was 

reported by Colmenares et al., which showed higher selectivity towards glucaric acid, gluconic 

acid and arabitol in te selective photo-oxidation of glucose as compared to commercial TiO2 

P25.[165] Monolayer titanate nanosheets were reported to be active in selective oxidation of furfuryl 

alcohol to furfural under visible light irradiation with selectivity over 99%, in which the surface 

unsaturated Ti atoms can serve as Lewis acid sites that adsorb furfuryl alcohol forming surface 

coordination species.[166]  

Due to the complex structure of lignocellulose, especially lignin, direct photocatalytic 

transformation of lignocellulosic feedstocks remains highly challenging, while aromatic alcohols 

have been used as model lignin compounds in relevant research. Among various alcohol oxidation 

processes, selective transformation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde is particularly attractive 

because of the wide applications of the latter in cosmetics, flavor and perfumery industries. 

Anatase TiO2 was employed in the systematic investigation of selective photo-oxidation of benzyl 

alcohol and derivatives to aldehydes under visible light irradiation.[104,167,168] The featured visible 

light induced photocatalytic activity could be ascribed to the formation of surface complex species 

by adsorption of aromatic alcohols which reacted with the OH group on the TiO2 surface to form 

Ti–O–Ph species. In this regard, Kim et al. proposed a direct electron transfer from the surface 

complexes to CB of TiO2 under visible light irradiation.[169] Fe3+/TiO2/zeolite Y composite 

photocatalyst prepared by sonophotodeposition exhibited outstanding performance in the 

oxidation of benzyl alcohol, in which the presence of a hematite phase promoted the photocatalytic 

efficiency.[170] 

Photocatalytic selective transformation of lignocellulosic biomass to important chemicals and 

valuable products by utilizing the abundant solar light energy at room temperature and atmospheric 
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pressure is a highly innovative approach which can have several benefits from energy and 

environmental viewpoints. Several highly selective photocatalysts have been reported in related 

research. However, improving the conversion of substrates remains challenging and is of vital 

importance to boost up the process efficiency to make the photocatalytic valorization process more 

economically feasible. Therefore, the development of efficient photocatalysts together with system 

integration by coupling to scale-up facilities (e.g. solar plants) able to provide continuous flow 

equipment and large reactors is the main challenge to address in future years. 
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1.3. Nanocomposite materials as heterogeneous catalysts 

Catalytic processes are of vital importance that account for >90% of the chemical 

manufacturing processes, where catalysts play essential roles in controlling reaction rates, 

conversion and product selectivity. Heterogeneous catalysis involves catalyst with phase differs 

from that of reactants, and heterogeneous catalysts are solids in most of the practical processes. As 

compared to homogeneous catalysis, the advantages of heterogeneous catalysis have been well-

described in textbooks such as reusability, easy catalyst-reactant/product separation, low catalyst-

originated product contamination, etc.  

In typical heterogeneous catalytic reactions, reactants and products are transferred to and from 

the catalyst surface where the reaction takes place, which can be divided into the following 

elementary steps:[171] 

1. Diffusion of reactants from the bulk fluid to the external catalyst surface 

2. Intra-particle diffusion of reactants within the catalyst pores 

3. Absorption of reactants onto the catalytic active sites 

4. Reaction on the catalyst surface 

5. Desorption of products from the catalyst surface 

6. Intra-particle diffusion of products from the catalyst pores to external catalyst surface 

7. Diffusion of products from the catalyst surface to bulk fluid 

Apart from the intrinsic physical and chemical properties, the catalytic performance of 

heterogeneous catalysts is highly dependent on their structure. With the development of 

nanoscience or nanotechnology, nanoparticles are regarded as great progress to achieve 

miniaturization and nanoscaling effects and properties, which can potentially function as highly 

catalytic active sites for chemical processes. Improvement of the catalytic activity and selectivity 

of nanoparticles can be achieved by manipulating their size, shape and dispersity.[172] Single 

component heterogeneous catalysts have been reported to have good performance in chemical 

transformations including metals, metal oxides, zeolites and metal organic frameworks.[173–179]  
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Direct application of nanoparticles in catalysis may offer excellent performance, but there is 

difficulty in the recycle of the fine particles. Immobilization and stabilization nanoparticles on 

various materials/supports to create multicomponent composites is a promising alternative that can 

achieve better catalytic performance with enhanced activity and selectivity and reduced passive 

environmental side effects. The recent emerging metal organic frameworks are also promising as 

heterogeneous catalysts, featuring highly porous structures with massive nanochannels that can 

potentially provide more catalytic active sites and therefore facilitate the interaction between 

reactants and catalysts, improving the catalytic performance. 

Heterogeneous bicomponent or multicomponent composite catalysts are generally composed 

of at least one catalytically active component and a functional support, having attracted intensive 

attention in recent years. Nanoparticles, particularly metal nanoparticles, are typical highly active 

centers for catalytic reactions but not thermodynamic stable due to their small sizes that haave 

associated large surface energy. Several methods have been carried out to stabilize the 

nanoparticles, for example, addition of organic ligands or inorganic capping agents.[172] 

Interestingly, the stabilization of nanoparticles on porous supports can effectively stabilize 

nanoparticles while maintaining their excellent catalytic performance, creating highly catalytic 

active nanocomposite materials. In addition, the interaction between the catalytic active species 

and the support materials can potentially reinforce the catalytic properties of the nanocomposite 

materials, such as remarkable improvements in activity, product selectivity and/or chemical 

stability. This interaction is denoted as synergetic catalytic effect, defined as a certain kind of 

cooperation between different components and/or active sites within one catalyst with 

consequence of significant or striking enhancement of catalytic performances superior to the 

arithmetic sum of those by the corresponding individual components. The synergetic catalytic 

effect makes catalysts supports highly relevant in heterogeneous composite catalysts, more than 

just simple carriers for catalytic active species. For example, titania nanoparticles can improve 

both the light absorption capability and charge separation by dispersion/deposition onto porous 

support materials such as carbons,[159,180–182] iron oxides,[157,183–185] g-C3N4,
[152,154,155,186] CeO2,

[187]
 

etc. 
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1.3.1 Carbon based nanocomposites 

Carbon materials with various properties play an important role in heterogeneous catalysis as 

catalysts or catalyst supports. Applications of carbon materials as catalyst supports have been 

extensively investigated. Common used carbon materials are activated carbon,[188] carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs),[181,182] carbon fiber[160] and graphene,[189–191] which have been employed as 

supports for the synthesis of carbon-based titania composite materials to increase the 

photocatalytic efficiency.  

Activated carbon is the most frequent used carbonaceous material in heterogeneous catalysis 

due to its excellent physical and chemical properties. The high surface area, highly porous structure 

and surface chemical properties are of vital importance for both the dispersion of the active phases 

and the absorption of organic compounds on its surface. In addition, surface functional groups 

with heteroatoms (O, N, H) can provide acid/basic sites and a hydrophilic character for the 

composite catalysts, favoring the chemisorption of the reactants, while they can also interact with 

the catalytically active components. Apart from activated carbon, graphene, a sp2-hybridized 2D 

carbon nanosheet, featuring high surface area and excellent mechanical properties with high 

mobility of charge carriers has been a more recent alternative choice.[192,193] Due to its excellent 

properties, it is considered as a promising material and its composites with TiO2 as photocatalysts 

have also recently received increasing attention.[158,194] Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) can be viewed 

as graphene derived materials by rolling 2D graphene into 1D nanotubes, which retain several 

electronic properties and may also exhibit metallic conductivity, along with large electron storage 

capacity, implying the possibility in reception of photon-excited electrons from nanocomposites 

with TiO2.
[193,195]  

Two mechanisms have been proposed to explain the improvement of photocatalytic properties 

of CNTs-TiO2 composites.[196] Upon photo-excitation, an electron is excited from the VB to the 

CB of TiO2 and subsequently transferred to CNTs, with the positive charge hole remaining on 

TiO2 to take part in redox reactions (Figure 17 left). In contrast, CNTs act as sensitizers and transfer 

electrons to TiO2 so that the photogenerated electron is injected from CNTs to the conduction band 

of TiO2, while the positively charge CTNs remove one electron from the valence band of TiO2, 

transferring a hole to TiO2 for redox reactions (Figure 17 right).  
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Figure 17. Proposed mechanisms for the enhancement of photocatalytic performance in. CNT-

TiO2 composites 

In general, the improvement in photocatalytic activity of carbon-based TiO2 composites can 

be attributed to the excellent electron conductivity of carbonaceous materials (e.g. graphene or 

CNTs) that facilitate the transfer of the photo-generated electron hole pair and inhibit their 

recombination, as well as the possible heterojunctions between TiO2 and carbon 

materials.[159,195,197–199] 

A biomass-based carbonaceous material, Starbon, was synthesized by Budarin et al. using 

starch as starting material.[200] Later, Colmenares et al. employed Starbons as support for the 

deposition of TiO2 nanoparticles, obtaining TiO2/Starbon composite photocatalysts which showed 

improved photocatalytic performance as compared to other carbon based supports.[201] Based on 

these recent results, there is great potential in the use biomass-derived carbonaceous materials 

(with rich oxygen and sp2 hybridized electrons in the structures) as supports for photocatalysts. 

 

1.3.2 Mesoporous metal oxide-based nanocomposites 

With the advantages of high surface areas, well-ordered pore structures, finely tunable pore 

sizes and flexible wall-compositions, mesoporous metal oxide materials have been widely 
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investigated to explore their synthetic protocols and applications in absorption, catalysis, chemical 

sensing, etc.[202–207]   

Mesoporous silicas are generally synthesized by soft-templating approaches by using 

conventional and market-available templates as the mesoporous porogens, such as TEA, F127, 

P123. Among various mesoporous silica materials, SBA-15 with 2D hexagonal structure with 

highly ordered mesoporous uniform channels (up to 500 Å) and walls (between 30 and 90 Å) are 

relatively more thermally and hydrothermally stable than other amorphous or mesostructured silica 

materials.[207] In a general protocol, SBA-15 type materials are synthesized in acidic medium (pH

≈1) using the triblock copolymer (P123) as structure directing agent, while the pore size and wall 

thickness can be varied during the synthetic protocol by controlling temperature and time.[208] 

Moreover, various metal cations can be introduced into the SBA-15 structure via in-situ 

incorporation by adding metal salts to the solutions, obtaining SBA-15 with various heteroatoms: 

Al-SBA-15, Fe-SBA-15, Ti-SBA-15 and Zr-SBA-15.[204,209–213] Soft templates can be removed by 

either solvent extraction or calcination. 

Mesoporous silicas can be utilized as effective supports for guest catalytic species.[122,175,214–

216] The interaction between the loaded/grafted catalytically active species and the in-situ present 

Si−OH groups or the two different kinds of introduced functional groups on the silica surface may 

result in catalytic synergetic effects.[4] As compared to commercial TiO2 P25, improvements in 

catalytic performance could be obtained by using TiO2-SBA-15 composite photocatalysts, 

profiting from the molecular sieve effect of SBA-15.[217–219] TiO2-SBA-15 composites were found 

to be active in photocatalytic CO2 reduction, and further increase of reduction rate could be 

achieved by decoration with Au nanoparticles.[220] 

Coupling TiO2 with other materials (metal, metal oxides, semiconductors, etc.) is one of the 

most common employed method to improve or delay charge separation and extend the light 

absorption capability of the composite materials, revealing a promising approach for developing 

highly efficient visible light activated photocatalysts.[221]  

Magnetic iron oxide nanomaterials are of great interest as catalyst supports due to their 

response to an applied magnetic field.[222,223] Besides, the magnetic nanomaterials can play dual 
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role as both catalytic active species and magnetic carriers. The superparamagnetic property of 

magnetic nanomaterials facilitates the robust, highly efficient and rapid catalyst separation in the 

presence of magnetic field, superior to the conventional separation techniques such as liquid-liquid 

extraction, chromatography, filtration or centrifugation.  

Various iron oxides (α-Fe2O3, γ-Fe2O3, Fe3O4) @ TiO2 composites with core shell structure 

have been reported, exhibiting excellent photocatalytic performances that could be attributed to 

the fast charge transfer process, inhibited electron–hole recombination and wide spectral 

response.[157,184,185,224,225] The heterojunctions between iron oxides and TiO2 can effectively extend 

the light absorption capability of the generated photocatalysts. The charge separation process under 

visible light irradiation within α-Fe2O3-TiO2 composites is illustrated in Figure 18. Recently, 

magnetically separable nanocomposites (MAGSNCs) were reported by Ojeda et al. by introducing 

iron oxide nanoparticle onto mesoporous SBA-15 via mechanochemical methods.[226] MAGSNCs 

can be further functionalized by deposition of transition metal and metal oxide nanoparticles (e.g. 

Pd, Pt) for various catalytic applications.[227] The incorporation of TiO2 on MAGSNCs can be 

consequently of interest for the design of advanced nanocomposite photocatalysts. 

 

 

Figure 18. Schematic illustration of band gap location of on α-Fe2O3 and TiO2 (left) and 

electron–hole separation on α-Fe2O3-TiO2 under visible light irradiation (right) 
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1.3.3 Synthetic methods for (photo)catalyst preparation 

Various chemical and physicochemical methods have been developed and employed in the 

synthesis of nanostructured materials including sol-gel, solvothermal, mechanochemical, 

sonochemical and electrochemical methods. In the synthesis of advanced functional materials with 

complicated structures, several methods are step-wise employed in synthetic processes.  

1.3.3.1 Sol-gel methods 

Sol-gel processes are common methods for the synthesis of porous metal oxides, ceramics and 

nanomaterials (e.g. TiO2). TiO2 materials have been extensively synthesized using sol-gel methods 

and subsequently explored in photocatalytic processes including water splitting, CO2 reduction, 

decontamination of water, self-cleaning material and organic synthesis.[221,228–241]  

In a typical sol-gel process, metal alkoxides, M(OR)x, are commonly used precursors, which 

R represents alkyl group such as methyl, ethyl or propyl groups. Upon hydrolysis and condensation 

of the precursors, a diphasic gel-like system is gradually formed along with the formation of 

polymer oxide networks. In the synthesis of TiO2, the theoretical hydrolysis process proceeds as 

shown in the below equations (1) & (2): 

Ti(OR)4 + 4H2O → Ti(OH)4 + 4ROH  (1) 

Ti(OH)4 → TiO2 +2H2O  (2) 

Nevertheless, the reactions does not proceed stoichiometrically, forming partially hydrolyzed 

compounds and further condensing into polymer networks, as shown in equation (3) & (4). [242] 

Ti(OR)4 + xH2O → Ti(OH)x(OR)4-x + xROH  (4) 

Ti(OH)x(OR)4-x + Ti(OR)4 → (OR)4-xTi-Ox-Ti(OR)4-x + xROH  (5) 

The hydrolysis ratio r, H2O/Ti ratio, plays an essential role in the synthesis of TiO2, controlling 

the size, morphology, and crystallinity of the generated precipitates.[242] Partial hydrolysis usually 
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occurs with low hydrolysis ratios, while high ratios tend to result in nearly complete or fully 

complete hydrolysis.[243] 

 

1.3.3.2 Solvothermal methods 

Solvothermal methods have been widely employed in the synthesis of various well-defined 

nanostructure materials with excellent manipulation of morphology. Solvothermal synthesis is 

usually conducted in closed containers, allowing the temperature to exceed the boiling point of 

solvents. Higher solubility and reactivity of reagents can be achieved in solvothermal processes 

due to the increase of temperature and pressure that might facilitate unanticipated reactions.[244] 

Manipulation of experimental factors such as temperature, solvent and addition of facet-specific 

capping agent, can control the nuclei formation and growth that have vital impact of the crystal 

properties. 

It is well-known that properties (viscosity, dielectric constant) of solvents can be greatly 

different under various temperatures, while the activity and stability of reagents can be very 

different at higher temperatures. Besides, solvent properties such as polarity, viscosity and 

dielectric constant, can significantly affect solvothermal processes and interactions between 

solvents and reactants/intermediates/products can have a remarkable impact on the reaction 

equilibriums, kinetics and the generated products. [245] Among various solvents, water, 

dimethylformamide (DMF), polyols, oleylamine and their mixtures are commonly employed in 

solvothermal syntheses due to their excellent compatibility with many reactants. In the synthesis 

of nanoparticles with specific facet explosion, facet-specific capping agents (acids, solvents, 

surfactants, polymers, etc.) are usually employed to promote the formation of the desired facet that 

can improve certain properties of the generated products. [246–248] For example, oleic acid and HF 

were employed in the synthesis of anatase phase TiO2 featuring {100} and {001} facets which are 

more active than {101} in photocatalysis owing to the superior surface atomic structure and 

electronic structure.[249,250] 
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1.3.3.3 Mechanochemical methods 

Mechanochemistry is not a novel method for material synthesis. Instead, it has long history, 

but it was mostly evolved in the recent decades with its application in synthetic organic chemistry, 

currently developing as the next platform for the design and synthesis of advanced materials.[251–

253]  According to the definition by IUPAC, mechanochemistry was defined as “a chemical 

reaction/synthesis that is induced by the direct absorption of mechanical energy”.[254] 

Conventional synthetic procedures such as sol-gel and solvothermal methods, employ large 

amount of solvents which have essential effects in energy dispersion, dissolution/solvation and 

transportation of chemicals.[255] In contrast, mechanochemical processes can quantitatively and 

quickly facilitate solid-phase reactions (dry milling) and/or reactions with the addition of small 

amounts of solvents (wet milling or liquid-assisted grinding). As a simple and promising approach, 

mechanochemistry is advantageous in the preparation of catalysts/nanomaterials in comparison to 

traditional protocols that involves multiple steps, heating and potential addition of expensive and 

hazardous reagents. These inherent disadvantages can be overcome by the accumulation of excess 

of potential energy along with strong shear and friction forces on the materials during grinding 

under ball milling conditions.[256] Therefore, mechanochemical protocols may offer advantages 

such as cost, efficiency, sustainability, reproducibility, suitability in large-scale production etc. 

Many (liquid-assisted) solid state reactions or syntheses can be completed in such high energy 

input system which can greatly change the materials or create defects on the surface of the final 

materials, drastically modifying their properties and reactivities. Especially, mechanochemical 

reactions can be accelerated by liquid-assisted grinding, which could be attributed to the 

enhancement of reactants’ mobility on molecule level.[257] Meanwhile, the employed liquids can 

improve the co-crystallization processes and exert structure-directing properties.[253] 

The energy employed in the grinding system is closely related to the grinding speed and time. 

There is no doubt that more energy intensive syntheses relate to higher speed milling and therefore 

will raise the system temperature. It will be favorable for diffusion of species and homogenization 

of material, but it may cause damage to temperature sensitive compounds or phases. Grinding time 

is another key parameter for the mechanochemical processes which should be selected 

appropriately to achieve the steady state of the solid particles between fracture and fusion. In this 
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regard, type of milling system, temperature, size of balls and the materials should be taken into 

consideration in mechanochemical syntheses. 

 

Figure 19. Procedures of material synthesis in mechanochemical process 

A comprehensive schematic of the mechanochemical process is illustrated in Figure 19. 

Mechanochemical methods have been exploited in the synthesis of various materials, including 

supported metal nanoparticles, metal oxide nanoparticles, composite nanomaterials, metal organic 

frameworks and perovskite materials, among others.[226,227,258–263] Benefitting from the strong shear 

forces in the system, mechanical ball milling is an efficient tool for the exfoliation of bulk materials 

into 2D nanosheets nanosheets (e.g. g-C3N4, graphene, WSe2, TaS2,  etc.).[264–266]  
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1.3.3.4 Sonochemical methods 

 

Sonochemical syntheses are induced by energy generated by ultrasonic irradiation in 

liquids with exceptional reaction conditions that can hardly be achieved by other methods 

(Figure 20). Acoustic cavitation is generated by highly intensive ultrasonic irradiation over a 

wide range of frequencies, from 20 kHz to 15 MHz, which are much larger than the molecular 

size scale.[268] Upon sonication, bubbles are generated and oscillated by the acoustic waves in 

the liquids, which can grow to a certain size along with the accumulation of ultrasonic energy. 

The accumulated energy will be released within a very short time by the collapse of the 

overgrew bubbles, generating extremely high localized temperatures and pressures 

(temperature around 5000 K and pressure around 1000 bar).[269,270] Acoustic cavitation 

(bubble formation, growth and implosive collapse) accounts for the physical and chemical 

effects of ultrasound, not the direct interaction between the reagents and sound waves.[268] 

 

Figure 20. Comparison of time, energy and pressure scales among various chemical processes. 

(adapted from [267]) 
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Due to the unique environment, ultrasounds have been widely employed in various areas such 

as pharmaceutical, food industries, material syntheses, waste water treatment, chemical 

transformations, etc.[269] In terms of material syntheses under ultrasonication, the formation and 

growth of nanomaterials will be favored in the following stages: 

1. Formation of extra nuclei centers on the cavitation bubbles or nebulization 

microdroplets 

2. Faster particle growth rate benefited from the enhanced mass transfer phenomena and 

the continuous regeneration of surface growing particles 

3. Breakdown of particle aggregates in the presence of waves and microjets of molecules 

The high temperature at the interface between the cavitation bubble and the bulk solution can 

accelerate the hydrolysis and condensation process, and therefore shorten the synthesis time, while 

obtaining particles with uniform size distribution, higher surface area, better thermal stability.[271] 

Hence, ultrasound has wide applications in synthesis of various nanostructured materials such as 

metals, metal oxides, metal carbides/nitrides/sulfides, zeolites, and nanocomposites.[272] 
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2. Hypothesis and Objectives 
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The hypotheses and objectives of the current doctoral thesis are summarized as below: 

 

Hypothesis 1 

With the depletion of the fossil fuels and the increasing concern of environmental protection, 

there is strong urgency in developing sustainable alternative fuels, chemicals and materials as 

substitutions for those derived from petroleum industry. In this regard, abundant lignocellulosic 

biomass can be utilized as renewable carbon sources to produce valuable fuels, chemicals and 

materials in the biorefinery process. Due to the structure complexity and difference of 

lignocellulosic biomass, it is difficult to achieve direct transformation, while it would be easier to 

convert biomass to platform molecules and subsequently upgrade the molecules to valuable 

products. 

Furfural is a platform molecule derived from a key fraction of lignocellulosic biomass 

feedstocks (hemicelluloses). Hydrogenation of furfural has received intensive attention and 

promising results have been reported in batch condition. In contrast to batch process, flow 

processes will be more favorable because of the inherent advantages of flow chemistry including 

minimization of time and waste, optimization of time screening, efficient mixing and high surface-

to-volume ratios, easy scale-up and improvement in safety. Therefore, performing hydrogenations 

of furfural in flow conditions is an attractive topic and can potentially offer a possibility for the 

valorization of biomass derived platform molecules under continuous flow. 

 

Objective 1 

Mesoporous silica supports (SBA-15, Al-SBA-15) will be firstly synthesized, followed by 

deposition of transition/noble metals or metal oxides as catalytic active species using various 

methods (flow deposition and mechanochemical deposition). Subsequently, as-synthesized 

catalysts will be employed in the hydrogenation of furfural in continuous flow reactors. Various 

reaction parameters will be optimized such as temperature and flow rate. The catalytic 
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performance of as-synthesized catalysts will be compared to commercial catalysts in terms of 

product yield and stability. To understand the deactivation process, analytical techniques such as 

ICP-MS, TEM and XPS, will be employed to analyze the catalysts and samples. This objective 

will be addressed in the work “Towards industrial furfural conversion: Selectivity and stability 

of palladium and platinum catalysts under continuous flow regime”. 

 

Hypothesis 2 

TiO2 photocatalysts have been reported in different applications in the last decades, including 

chemicals and fuels production from CO2 reduction, water decontamination, organic synthesis and 

water splitting, etc. However, the application of TiO2 (bulk anatase: 3.2 eV) is limited by its wide 

bandgap that means only UV light can the utilized for the electron excitation in the photocatalytic 

process. Meanwhile, the fast recombination of the photogenerated electron-hole pairs will inhibit 

the quantum efficiency. Therefore, it is necessary modify TiO2 to improve its photocatalytic 

activity. In this regard, deposition of TiO2 on carbon materials can well address these limitations 

due to the excellent electron conductivity of carbon materials that can promote the charge 

separation process. The abundant agro-industrial residue, wheat bran, can be potentially used as 

support for synthesis of TiO2/carbon-based nanocomposite.  

Benzyl alcohol is a model molecule of the lignin structure, which can be oxidized into 

benzaldehyde, an attractive chemical with wide applications in food, perfumery and 

pharmaceutical industries, as well as its use as precursor in various chemical industries. 

Photocatalytic conversion of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde is very attractive, which can 

potentially offer an alternative to the traditional synthetic routes - either by benzyl chloride 

hydrolysis or through oxidation of toluene, as well as provide the reactivity and transformation 

strategies for the valorization of lignocellulose-based biomass. 
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Objective 2 

Different amounts of titanium precursor will be introduced onto the wheat bran support via 

mechanochemical methods, following by calcination. As-synthesized samples will be fully 

characterized by different techniques, including N2 physisorption, TEM, XRD, XPS, UV-Vis and 

ICP-MS. The photocatalytic activity of as-synthesized materials will be investigated in the 

selective oxidation of benzyl alcohol. The proposed research will be addressed in the work “Wheat 

bran valorization: Towards photocatalytic nanomaterials for benzyl alcohol photo-oxidation”. 

 

Hypothesis 3 

Benzaldehyde is widely utilized in food, perfumery and pharmaceutical industries, which can 

be derived from the selective oxidation of benzyl alcohol. Recently, selective photo-oxidation of 

benzyl alcohol to chlorine-free benzaldehyde has been reported using different catalysts with high 

selectivity, which is a promising alternative to the traditional syntheses-either by benzyl chloride 

hydrolysis or via toluene oxidation. The study on selective oxidation of benzyl alcohol might also 

contribute to the strategy development for lignin valorization, as it is a model molecule of the 

complex lignin. 

TiO2 (anatase phase) has excellent photocatalytic performance and different methods have 

been reported to overcome its main limitation of high band gap energy. Coupling TiO2 with other 

materials is a common method that can effectively extend the light absorption capability and 

improve the separation of the photogenerated electron-hole pairs. In this regard, iron oxide is an 

ideal candidate that can not only achieve these purposes, but also endow the composite magnetic 

separable property due to the intrinsic superparamagnetic nature of iron oxide. 
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Objective 3 

SBA-15 will be synthesized via hydrothermal method and then both titanium and iron 

precursors will be deposited on SBA-15 support simultaneously via mechanochemical method. 

Amount of titanium precursor will be varied in the synthesis to obtain samples with different TiO2 

loading. Various characterization techniques will be employed for the analysis of as-synthesized 

samples, including N2 physisorption, SEM, TEM, XRD, XPS, UV-Vis, etc. Subsequently, as-

synthesized materials will be employed in the selective photo-oxidation of benzyl alcohol to test 

their photocatalytic activity. As references, experiments with SBA-15, MAGSNC, commercial 

TiO2 P25 and without catalyst will also be performed. The proposed research will be addressed in 

to work “Mechanochemical synthesis of TiO2 nanocomposites as photocatalysts for benzyl 

alcohol photo-oxidation”.  
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Abstract 

Furfural is an important biorefinery platform chemical, derived from hemicelluloses which 

represent an import fraction of lignocellulosic biomass feedstocks and waste streams originating 
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from them. Recently, promising results have been reported on the hydrogenation of furfural, 

although the selectivity still may be improved. Most of these studies dealt with batch 

hydrogenation, however, hydrogenation in continuous flow is preferable for industrial applications. 

In this work, we compare the conversion, selectivity and stability on-stream in continuous flow 

regime of lab-synthesized and commercial palladium and platinum catalysts. 

 

Keywords: Furfural, Hydrogenation, Continuous flow, Selectivity, Stability 

 

Graphical abstract 

 

 

3.1.1. Introduction 

The global population could reach and even exceed 9 billion by 2050 [1]. The use of 

sustainable feedstocks to meet the growing global energy demand and to reduce the use of fossil 

resources is now a highly imminent challenge for the research community, and a challenge to be 

adopted in currently existing industrial refineries or to be designed in future biorefinery plants. 

The largest part of the current fossil derived petroleum refining is used for fuels production. Still, 

an important part of petroleum is used for the production of bulk chemicals and materials. Today, 

the use of alternative biomass feedstocks (or waste streams derived from them) has become a 
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widely reported research area. Considering the complexity and the recalcitrance of biomass, many 

works focused on the transformation of biomass derived platform molecules to fuels and high-

added value chemicals. For example, C5 sugars are key representative compounds of the 

hemicellulose fraction of lignocellulose, which can be converted to valuable platform molecules 

and subsequently valorized into high-added value products [2].  

Furfural (F) is an important platform chemical, which can be obtained via dehydration under 

mild conditions from xylose, a typical C5 sugar. Furfural can undergo reactions typical for 

aldehydes like acetalization, acylation, aldol and Knoevenagel condensations, reduction to 

alcohols, reductive amination to amines, decarbonylation, oxidation to carboxylic acids and 

Grignard reactions. Besides, the furan ring can be subjected to alkylation, hydrogenation, oxidation, 

halogenations and nitration reactions. Due to the electron-withdrawing effect of the carbonyl group, 

the furan ring is less susceptible to hydrolytic ring cleavage and Diels-Alder cycloaddition 

reactions. Therefore, furfural is considered to be an attractive platform chemical for the production 

of a wide range of chemicals, e.g. solvents (tetrahydrofuran), plastics (in particular, polyamides), 

resins via furfuryl alcohol and fuel additives (methylfuran, methyl-tetrahydrofuran, valerate esters, 

ethylfurfuryl and ethyltetrahydrofurfuryl ethers and C10–C15 coupling products) [2]. Around 60–

70% of the global furfural production is converted to furfuryl alcohol [2,3]. It is widely reported 

that furfural can be further transformed into various compounds by hydrogenation, such as furfuryl 

alcohol (FA), tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol (THFA), 2-methylfuran (MF) and 2-

methyltetrahydrofuran (MTHF). Most of these reactions were performed in batch conditions [4–

8] with noble or transition metals-based catalysts, while only a few of them were performed in 

continuous flow [7,9]. Especially, these reactions were performed using only either lab-

synthesized or commercial catalysts, with a simple comparison of existing results obtained under 

different conditions. Regarding to the advantages of flow chemistry, such as faster, safer reactions 

and easy scale-up, it would be interesting to give a comparison of catalytic performance of both 

lab synthesized and commercial catalysts under same reaction conditions in continuous flow 

system. Previous work from our group has provided insights into the reaction pathway comparing 

noble metal and transition metal catalysts (Scheme 1), showing favorable results for Pd based 

catalysts [9]. The mechanism of furfural conversion on palladium catalysts was also studied by 

other researchers based on density functional theory (DFT) [10].  
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Scheme 1. Reaction pathway in the catalytic furfural hydrogenation using heterogeneous catalysts. 

Despite the excellent conversion and selectivity of Pd catalysts, adding magnetic properties to 

the catalyst would be preferable for catalyst recovery through applying an external magnetic field, 

which would result in a more straightforward and cost-effective separation method as compared 

with conventional methods, as illustrated in previous reports [11–14]. Magnetically separable Pd 

based nanocomposite materials have shown good catalytic activities before in different organic 

synthesis, such as oxidation and C-C coupling [15–18]. Interestingly, temperature and pressure 

were reported to have significant positive effects to the reaction [19]. In previous work in our 

group on continuous flow furfural hydrogenation with hydrogen gas, relatively mild conditions 

were used (90 °C, 50 bar, 0.3 mL min−1) [9]. In continuation of our previous work, we employ a 

lower catalyst loading, but at higher temperature and longer residence time, using both lab-

synthesized and commercial catalysts to provide a comparison in terms of activity and stability. 

This study on hydroconversion of furfural attempts to further progress towards the industrial 

valorization of hemicellulose derived compounds in lignocellulosic biomass. 
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3.1.2. Experimental 

3.1.2.1. Reagents 

Chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich [Pluronic P123, tetraethyl orthosilicate, 

palladium (II) acetate, tetraammineplatinum (II) chloride hydrate, iron nitrate nanohydrate, 

furfural, furfuryl alcohol, tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol, aluminum isopropoxide], Panreac [37% HCl, 

ethanol] and Merk [Fe(NO3)3·9H2O] respectively. All chemicals were used as purchased in the 

experiments without any further purification.  

 

3.1.2.2. Synthesis of SBA-15 and Al-SBA-15 

SBA-15 silica was prepared according to the procedure reported by Bonardet et al. [20]. More 

specific, Pluronic P123 surfactant (8.0 g) was dissolved into a solution of deionized 

water (260 mL) and HCl (12 M, 40 mL) under vigorous stirring at 40 °C for 2 h. Subsequently, 

7 g of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) were added dropwise to the above solution. The mixture was 

stirred at 40 °C for 24 h, followed by hydrothermal treatment at 100 °C for 48 h in an oven. The 

liquid phase was removed by filtration and the obtained white solid was dried at 60 °C. The 

template was removed by calcination at 600 °C for 8 h. The Al-SBA support was synthesized 

using a modification of the protocol previously reported by our group [21]. After filtration and 

drying dried at RT, the solid was calcined under nitrogen atmosphere at 600 °C for 2 h and then in 

air for an additional 6 h. 

 

3.1.2.3. Synthesis of Cu-Pd/Al-SBA-15 

The continuous flow deposition of palladium oxide nanoparticles on Al-SBA-15 was 

performed under a series of conditions using a recently reported innovative continuous setup [22]. 

A stainless-steel reactor was packed with Al-SBA-15 support set between two plugs 

of quartz wool to prevent the solid support to move in the reactor upon pumping in the flow of the 

metal precursor feed solution. Separately, a 0.5 wt% Pd solution in ethanol was prepared using 

palladium (II) acetate as Pd precursor. The solution was filtered off prior to flow through the 

system to avoid the presence of any undissolved metal precursor. The system started with pumping 
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a solution of pure ethanol (0.5 mL min−1, 5 min) through the catalyst bed to wet the support. The 

temperature of the reactor was then set to 150 °C and the feed was changed to the 0.5 wt% Pd 

solution. The incorporation was conducted under optimized flow rates (0.5 mL min−1) and 

circulation time (15 min). At the end of the process, the feed was again switched to ethanol which 

was pumped through the Pd-incorporated catalyst to remove physisorbed/unreacted Pd species on 

the catalyst. The resulting Pd/Al-SBA-15 was recovered from the reactor and calcined at 400 °C 

for 4 h under air. Following, the Cu nanoparticles were supported on Pd/Al-SBA-15 material by a 

mechanochemical protocol using a planetary ball mill (Retsch 100) under previously reported 

optimized conditions (350 rpm, 10 min) [23] yielding the Cu-Pd/Al-SBA-15 bimetallic catalyst 

after calcination at 400 °C for 4 h in air. 

 

3.1.2.4. Synthesis of (Pd,Pt)/SBA-15 

Pd/SBA-15 and Pt/SBA-15 materials were synthesized following a previously reported 

mechanochemical protocol for the straightforward preparation of the supported metal 

nanoparticles on SBA–aluminosilicates [23]. The appropriate amount of Pd and Pt precursor 

(palladium (II) acetate and tetraammineplatinum (II) chloride hydrate, respectively) to reach the 

theoretical Pd and Pt contents of 2 wt% Pd and Pt, respectively. The pattern SBA-15 and precursor 

were milled together in a planetary ball mill (Retsch 100) under previously reported optimized 

conditions (350 rpm, 10 min) [23]. Upon incorporation of the metal, the sample was calcined at 

400 °C (4 h, in air). The obtained materials were highly reproducible from batch to batch. 

 

3.1.2.5. Synthesis of Pd/MAGSNC 

5% Pd/MAGSNC was synthesized using a mechanochemical method according to the 

protocol reported previously by our group [24]. In detail, 0.5 g synthesized SBA-15 was grinded 

with 1.34 g Fe(NO3)3·9H2O, 0.25 mL propionic acid and an appropriate amount of the palladium 

precursor [Pd(Ac)2] in a Retsch PM-100 planetary ball mill (18 10 mm stainless steel balls, 10 min, 

350 rpm) to reach a theoretical 5 wt% Pd loading. The nanocomposite was slowly heated 

(1 °C min−1) to 300 °C under air and kept at 300 °C for an additional 30 min.   
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3.1.2.6. Continuous flow hydrogenation 

The hydrogenation of furfural was performed in a H-Cube Pro apparatus (ThalesNano, see Fig. 

S1 in the Supporting information (SI)). Both lab-synthesized and commercial catalysts 

(ca. 100 mg) were packed in CatCart cartridges, a stainless-steel tube with length of 70 mm and 

inner diameter 4 mm. The synthesized SBA catalysts based were swollen upon absorbing solvent; 

therefore, the SBA supported catalysts were first diluted with celite at 1:1 mass ratio prior to 

package. A feedstock solution of 0.2 M furfural in ethyl acetate (EA) was prepared as starting 

material. A filter was applied in the entrance of the pump to avoid undissolved compounds entering 

to the system. Prior to catalytic conversion experiments, EA was pumped through the continuous 

flow system. When reaching the desired reaction conditions in the reaction column (temperature, 

pressure and flow rate), the EA solvent feed was substituted by a 0.2 M furfural solution in EA. 

The flow rate and the hydrodynamic system pressure were set as 0.3 mL min−1 and 50 bar, 

identically as in the work reported previously reported by our group [9]. Full hydrogen mode was 

used in each reaction, which corresponds to a hydrogen production capacity of 60 mL/min in the 

H-Cube pro. The reactions took place upon contact of the catalyst with the mixture of feed solution 

and hydrogen in the CatCart column. After pumping the 0.2 M furfural feed, samples were taken 

from the product flow in the outlet at different time intervals. The time-on-stream was measured 

with the zero point at the moment that experimental reaction conditions were reached and after 

changing the feed from EA solvent to furfural solution in EA. The weight hourly space velocity 

(WHSV) was calculated by dividing the mass flow rate of the reagent with the catalyst mass. With 

the above described reaction conditions and catalyst loading, WHSV in the current work were 

between 3.3–4.6 h−1. The WSHV values on metal weight basis were between 38 and 865 h−1. 

 

3.1.2.7. Product analysis and calculations 

The product solution was analyzed by GC. Calibration curves (Fig. S2, see SI) were 

determined for furfural (F) and the two main products, furfuryl alcohol (FA) and tetrahydrofurfuryl 

alcohol (THFA). The other products, 2-methylfuran and/or pentenol, were only detected as traces. 

The calibration solutions and all collected samples were analyzed in an Agilent 6850 series II gas 
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chromatograph combined with an Agilent 5975C VL MSD system fitted with an HP-5MS-UI 

column (30 m × 0.25 mm × 0.25 μm i.d.). He in constant flow rate mode was used as carrier gas, 

which starting pressure was 0.88 bar. The initial temperature was 50 °C with 3 min hold time, then 

the temperature ramped to 200 °C in 3 min and stayed at 200 °C for another 3 min. Finally, the 

temperature was increased to 300 °C at 100 °C min−1 and held at 300 °C for 2 min. The conversion 

and selectivity were calculated as the following: 

𝐹𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 (%) =
[𝐶𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 − 𝐶𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙]

𝐶𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙
× 100 

𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 (%) =
𝐶𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡

[𝐶𝐹(𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙) − 𝐶𝐹(𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙)]
 

Where C is the concentration of furfural or product (mmol mL−1) as determined by GC. 

3.1.2.8. Catalyst characterization 

A VG Scientific photoelectron spectrometer ESCALAB-210 equipped with Mg Kα radiation 

(1486.6 eV) from an X-ray source was applied for the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

measurements, operated at 15 kV and 20 mA. Survey spectra in the energy range from 0 to 

1350 eV were recorded using 0.4 eV steps for all the samples. High resolution spectra were 

recorded with 0.1 eV steps, 100 ms dwell time and 25 eV pass energy. A 90° take-off angle was 

set in all measurements. Curve fitting was carried out using the CasaXPS software, in which each 

component of the complex envelope is described as a Gaussian–Lorentzian sum function using a 

constant G/L ratio of 0.3 ± 0.05. The background was fitted using a nonlinear Shirley model. An 

aromatic carbon C 1 s peak at 284.5 eV was used as the reference of the binding energy. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the selected samples were recorded using 

FEI Tecnai G2 equipment fitted with a CCD (Charge-coupled Device) camera for ease and speed 

of use at the SCAI (Research Support Service Center, University of Cordoba, Spain). The 

resolution of the equipment was around 0.4 nm. Prior to the recording, samples were suspended in 

ethanol assisted by sonication and followed by deposition on a copper grid. 
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Catalyst leaching was analyzed by ICP-MS in SCAI of University of Cordoba. The selected 

samples were transferred to 25 mL falcon tube and dried in oven to evaporate the organic 

compounds. Subsequently, 20 mL 2% HNO3 and 0.5% HCl aqueous solution was used to digest 

the solid components. Samples were then immediately analyzed in an ICP/MS Perkin Elmer 

ELAN-DRC-e model equipped with an automatic diluting injecting system and ionization under 

Ar plasma followed by quadrupole ion detection with a DRC cell to remove potential interferences. 

 

3.1.3. Results and discussion 

In previously reported work on furfural conversion using a Cu-Fe catalyst reaction 

temperature and pressure showed significant effects on conversion and selectivity [19]. In the 

present study, we first tested the 5% Pd/MAGSNC at two different temperatures (90 and 150 °C). 

After 120 min streaming in continuous flow at 90 °C, the furfural conversion decreased from >99% 

to ca. 41%, while the selectivity also varied strongly, as shown in Figure 1. Meanwhile, the 

furfural conversion (95–99%) and the product selectivity (74–90% to FA) maintained relatively 

stable after streaming for 20 and 120 min at 150 °C. Remarkably, the catalytic performance of 5% 

Pd/MAGSNC was more stable at higher temperature (150 °C). Therefore, the temperature was set 

as 150 °C in the following catalytic tests.  

Various lab-synthesized and commercial catalysts were tested for the hydrogenation of 

furfural in identical conditions. Interestingly, the major product in the reaction catalyzed by 10% 

Pd/C was THFA instead of pentenol in our previous work [9], showing the high impact of the 

reaction temperature and the WHSV on the product selectivity. The WHSV in the current work 

was 3.80 h−1 for 2% Pd/SBA-15, 5% Pd/MAGSNC and 10% Pd/C, respectively, which is much 

higher than the corresponding reported WSHV value of 1.73 h−1[9]. All the Pd catalysts exhibited 

high catalytic activity in furfural conversion, except for the Cu-Pd/Al-SBA-15 catalyst, whereas 

the Pt catalysts were less active (Figure 2a). Apart from the catalytic activity, the Pd catalysts and 

Pt catalysts also showed difference in the product selectivity. While Pd catalysts supported on 

SBA-15 or carbon showed higher selectivity to THFA, 5% Pd/MAGSNC and Pt catalysts were 

more favorable in the formation of FA. Despite the Pd content, the main difference between 5% 
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Pd/MAGSNC and 2% Pd/SBA-15 was the introduction of Fe2O3 in the synthesis of the 

corresponding supports, which in turn influences for instance the dispersion of Pd particles on the 

support. The introduction of pure Fe into Pd catalysts has shown to increase its catalytic activity 

in hydrogenation of furfural drastically, at least in aqueous phase [25]. Upon furfural adsorption 

onto the Pd or Pt surface η2-(C–O) surface species were formed, where the first H could attack the 

carbonyl O, forming hydroxyalkyl surface species which could be subsequently reduced to form 

furfuryl alcohol [10,26,27]. The difference in reaction activity between Pd catalysts and Pt 

catalysts could probably be attributed to the strong affinity and sorption of H2 on 

the palladium surface [28]. Besides, Pd and Pt nanoparticles also behave differently in the affinity 

and sorption of furfural. In detail, Pt favors the sorption of C O bonds [29] and has strong 

electron repulsive interaction between furan ring π-electrons and metal d-electrons, whereas Pd 

shows strong affinity to not only C O bonds but also to the furan ring π-electrons [10,30,31]. 

Thus, Pt catalysts shows higher selectivity to FA while Pd catalysts has higher selectivity to THFA. 

 

Figure 1. Performance of 5% Pd/MAGSNC for the conversion of furfural under continuous flow 

regime in function of time-on-stream and temperature. Reaction conditions: 0.2 M furfural, 

0.3 mL min−1, 50 bar. 
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After streaming for 120 min (Figure 2b), some of the catalysts maintained high activity for 

the conversion of furfural but with rather small differences in the product selectivity, including 5% 

Pd/MAGSNC, 2% Pd/SBA-15 and 10% Pd/C. The sharp drop of conversion for the 0.5% Pd/SBA-

15 catalyst might be due to Pd leaching during the reaction, but no Pd in the sample was detected 

in the ICP-MS data (Table 1) which could be resulted from the low Pd content in the collected 

samples. Although the selectivity of the Pt catalysts remained consistent and high, the conversion 

of furfural was much lower than the three Pd catalysts mentioned before. 

Table 1. Elemental analysis of collected samples using ICP-MS 

Time-on-

stream (min) 

Element content in the sample (μg/L) 

5% Pd/MAGSNC 2% Pd/SBA-15 0.5% Pd/SBA-15 10% Pd/C 5% Pt/C 

Fe Pd Pd Pd Pd Pt 

20 66 5 ND1 ND ND ND 

120 16 ND ND ND ND ND 

140 13 ND ND /2 ND ND 

240 44 ND ND / ND ND 

360 / / 13 / ND ND 

480 60 ND ND / ND ND 

720 / / ND / ND ND 

1560 / / / / ND / 

1 ND represents not detected 

2 “/” represents no sample 
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Figure 2. Performance of various Pd and Pt catalysts for the conversion of furfural under 

continuous flow regime after (a) 20 min time-on-stream and (b) 120 min time-on-stream. 

Reaction conditions: 0.2 M furfural, 0.3 mL min−1, temperature = 150 °C, 50 bar. 

Hence, the experiments were repeated with 5% Pd/MAGSNC, 2% Pd/SBA-15 and 10% Pd/C 

to investigate their long-term stability, with times-on-stream between 480 and 1560 min. (Figure 
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3). The furfural conversion using 5% Pd/MAGSNC and 2% Pd/C was reduced to ca. 50% after 

480 and 600 min, respectively, but 5% Pd/MAGSNC showed higher stability in the selectivity. 

The conversion with the 10% Pd/C catalyst in turn remained over 98% after streaming for 

1560 min while the selectivity to THFA decreased from 83 to 64%. It exhibited the highest stability 

among all the catalysts tested. Notably, lab-synthesized catalysts (5% Pd/MAGSNC and 2% 

Pd/SBA-15) with relatively low Pd content showed strong catalytic activity in the first a few hours 

as compared with the commercial 10% Pd/C, and even outperformed 5% Pt/C in the hydrogenation 

of furfural. 

 

Figure 3. Long term stability of 5% Pd/MAGSNC, 2% Pd/SBA-15 and 10% Pd/C catalysts for 

the conversion of furfural under continuous flow regime. Reaction conditions: 0.2 M furfural, 

0.3 mL min−1, temperature = 150 °C, 50 bar. 
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Figure 4. XPS spectra of Fe2p in (a) fresh and (b) spent 5% Pd/MAGSNC; Pd3d in (c) fresh 

and (d)spent 5% Pd/MAGSNC and Pd3d in (e) fresh 10% Pd/C and (f) spent 10% Pd/C. 

To understand better the reaction mechanism, XPS spectra of the fresh and spent 5% 

Pd/MAGSNC and 10% Pd/C catalysts were recorded. The spectra of Fe2p confirmed the presence 

of Fe3+ on the catalysts surface before and after reaction (Figure 4a–b), consistent with the well-

preserved magnetic property of the catalysts after long time streaming. This facilitates the 

separation of 5% Pd/MAGSNC from celite in order to attempt to reactivate the catalyst. The main 

peak (5/2 orbital) of Pd3d shifted from ca.337.1 to 335.7 eV (Figure 4c–d), indicating the 

reduction of Pd2+ species on the catalysts surface. This difference could be responsible for the 

change in catalytic performance of 5% Pd/MAGSNC during the time-on-stream. Although 

leaching of Pd also can be expected, the peak intensity in the spectrum of the spent catalyst was 

very similar as in the fresh catalyst. Elemental analysis could provide more reliable results to 

confirm any leaching effect. In comparison, the Pd3d spectra of the fresh and spent commercial 

10% Pd/C catalysts did not show any peak shift, as the initial catalyst was already in the reduced 
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state (335.7 eV). The intensities of both the 5/2 and 3/2 peaks did decrease with respect to the 

intensities in the fresh catalyst, which indicates leaching of Pd from the carbon support. These 

results show that the evolution of the Pd oxidation state is the main factor to keep the catalytic 

activity high. Additionally, TEM micrographs of the 5% Pd/MAGSNC and 10% Pd/C catalysts 

(Figure 5) were recorded in which the structures of the catalysts were maintained well after long 

term stability tests. 

 

Figure 5. TEM images of (a) fresh and (b) spent 5% Pd/MAGSNC catalysts, and (c) fresh 

and (d)spent 10% Pd/C catalysts. 

Catalyst leaching is a challenging issue in heterogeneous catalysis, which is difficult to avoid. 

Likewise, there was slight catalyst leaching in the hydrogenation of fufrfural, though it might not 

be detected by ICP-MS (Table 1). Continuously leaching of Fe content on 5% Pd/MAGSNC was 

observed, which might also contribute to the changes in the catalysts acvtivity because presence 

of Fe promotes the catalytic activity of Pd [25]. 
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3.1.4. Conclusions 

Continuous flow hydrogenation of furfural was performed with both lab-synthesized and 

commercial catalysts in the current work. Based on previous and present results, the temperature 

and the weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) were factors that affected the furfural conversion 

and product selectivity drastically. The lab-synthesized catalyst (5% Pd/MAGSNC) offered 

comparable performance to the 10% Pd/C within the first few hours. Furthermore, its well-

preserved magnetic property offers a simple, efficient method for catalyst recovery from solid 

solution by applying a magnetic field, which is easier for catalyst reactivation. We do believe that 

findings in the current work offer a possibility for the valorization of biomass derived platform 

molecules in continuous flow system with easy recovered catalyst. 
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Supporting Information 

Figure S1 shows the continuous flow equipment used for the catalytic hydrogenation of 

furfural in ethyl acetate. Figure S2 shows the calibration curve for furfural, furfuryl alcohol and 

tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol. 

 

Figure S21. H-Cube Pro apparatus (ThalesNano, Budapest, Hungary).  

 

Figure S2. Calibration curve for furfural, furfuryl alcohol and tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol 
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Abstract 

In this work, we have successfully synthesized a set of titania photocatalytic nanocomposites 

by the incorporation of different TiO2 content on wheat bran residues. The obtained catalysts were 

characterized by different techniques including UV-Vis spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD), 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) while 

their photocatalytic activity was investigated in the oxidation of benzyl alcohol under UV light 

irradiation. Benzaldehyde yields were ca. 20%, with conversion in the systems of ca. 33% of 

benzyl alcohol by using 10%Ti-Bran catalyst, as compared to 33% yield to the target product 

mailto:q62alsor@uco.es
http://10.0.3.248/j.jenvman.2016.07.013
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(quantitative conversion of benzyl alcohol) using commercial pure TiO2 (P-25). The photocatalytic 

activity results indicate that designed waste-derived nanomaterials with low TiO2 content can 

efficiently photocatalyze the conversion of benzyl alcohol with relative high selectivity towards 

benzaldehyde. 

 

Keywords: waste valorization, wheat bran, photocatalysis, benzyl alcohol oxidation 

 

3.2.1. Introduction 

Environmentally friendly and energy-saving technologies are becoming increasingly 

advantageous with the increase of public awareness on environment protection and sustainable 

development, Since the discovery of photocatalytic splitting of water on TiO2 electrodes [1], 

semiconductor-based heterogeneous photocatalysis has received extensive attention and now is 

considered as one of the most relevant and environmentally friendly technologies with advantages 

including simplicity, environmental compatibility, low-cost and energy-saving.  

To assess the photocatalytic activity of a semiconductor photocatalyst, several factors should 

be taken into consideration, including stability, efficiency, selectivity and the wavelength range 

response [2]. Among different semiconductor-based photocatalysts, TiO2 is one of the most 

attractive photocatalyst owing to its outstanding photocatalytic activity, high thermal and chemical 

stability, non-toxicity, cost effectiveness and the strong oxidizing power of the photogenerated 

holes. Massive investigations on TiO2 photocatalyst have been reported in different applications 

in the last decades, including chemicals and fuels production from CO2 reduction [3–5], 

decontamination of water [6–9], organic synthesis [10–13] and production of H2 from water 

splitting [14,15]. However, the use of pure TiO2 photocatalyst is limited by its large band gap 

(3.2eV, anatase crystalline phase) which requires light with wavelength λ<387 nm for the 

excitation of electrons from the valence to the conduction band, resulting that only 5% of the solar 

irradiation can be utilized for the photocatalytic process. Modifications on TiO2 are necessary to 

improve its photocatalytic properties under solar irradiation or artificial light source. Modifications 
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such as introductions of metals, dopants or combinations with other semiconductors are beneficial 

in suppressing the recombination of the photogenerated electron-hole pairs and thus increasing the 

quantum yield of the photocatalytic process [2]. Meanwhile, the new created heterojunctions can 

help the photocatalyst expand the wavelength range response into visible light region. 

Many reported investigations have revealed that doping with non-metal atoms, such as C, N, 

F, P or S, can significantly improve the photocatalytic activity of TiO2 under visible light. [7,16–

22] Co-doping of C and N was investigated [8,23], and metal and non-metal atoms co doping was 

also reported to have high visible light response [21,24,25].  

Selective oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde is an attractive research topic since 

benzaldehyde is extensively used in food, perfumery and pharmaceutical industries, as well as its 

use as precursor in various chemical industries. Moreover, the study of conversion of benzyl 

alcohol to benzaldehyde can potentially provide the reactivity and transformation strategies for the 

valorization of lignocellulose-based biomass. Photocatalytic oxidation of benzyl alcohol towards 

benzaldehyde with high selectivity has been reported in recent years [12,13,26–28], which provide 

a possible substitution to the traditional synthetic routes - either by benzyl chloride hydrolysis or 

through oxidation of toluene. A review on transformation of biomass-derived compounds with 

heterogeneous photocatalytic nanomaterials was also recently reported [29]. The target product 

(benzaldehyde) is a well-known specialty chemical with a large market value and important 

applications in the flavoring, fragrances and cosmetics industries, present in a wide range of 

commercial formulations. 

In the present investigation, we have developed a novel, low cost TiO2 photocatalytic 

nanocomposite (denoted as Ti-Bran) derived from the valorization of a widespread and highly 

abundant industrial waste such as wheat bran. Catalysts with different TiO2 content on the wheat 

bran support were synthesized. The photocatalytic activity was tested by the oxidation of benzyl 

alcohol to benzaldehyde. Different techniques were applied in the characterization of the catalyst 

including Nitrogen physisorption, X-ray diffraction (XRD), X ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and UV Vis spectroscopy.   
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3.2.2. Material and methods 

Titanium isopropoxide (IV), Sigma-Aldrich 99%, wheat bran was kindly donated by a local 

company as by product of wheat refining for food products. All remaining reagents including 

benzyl alcohol and acetonitrile (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and related others were used as purchased. 

 

3.2.2.1. Catalyst synthesis 

For the catalyst synthesis, several different nanomaterials were prepared an investigated with 

the same quantity of waste starting material (wheat bran, 5 g) and different quantities of titanium 

isopropoxide as illustrated on Table S1 to reach different theoretical contents of titanium (from 0.5 

to 10 wt%) in the final material. In a typical synthesis, the respective mixtures containing wheat 

bran (5 g) and the different quantities of titanium precursor were milled in a planetary ball mill 

RETSCH PM 100 model under previously optimized conditions (350 rpm, 30 mins) (Francavilla 

et al. 2014). 18 stainless steel balls (1 cm diameter) were utilized in the stainless-steel milling 

chamber. After milling, the final powdery mixture was collected and subjected to calcination at 

400 ºC for 5 h (heating ramp 3 ºC min-1) to partially remove the organic matter from the wheat 

bran, leaving a nice brownish Ti-Bran final product. Only a 6-15% of the weight of the initial 

mixture was obtained after calcination, indicating that most of the wheat bran (organic material) 

was eliminated in the calcination step. The temperature used for calcination was 400 ºC because 

of the preferential formation of anatase phase at lower temperatures (450 ºC and below) as 

compared to the formation of a rutile poorly active phase in photocatalysis obtained at higher 

temperatures [29]. 

 

3.2.2.2. Materials characterization 

Nitrogen porosimetry studies were conducted in a Micromeritics ASAP 2000 volumetric 

adsorption analyzer at 77 K. Samples were degassed at 100 ºC during 24 h under vaccuum (p < 

10-2 Pa) prior to analysis. The linear part of the BET equation (partial pressures in the 0.05 and 

0.30 range) was used to determine the specific surface area. The pore size distribution was 
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calculated from the adsorption branch of the N2 physisorption isotherms using the Barret-Joyner-

Halenda (BJH) formula. The cumulative mesopore volume VBJH was obtained from the PSD curve. 

XRD patterns were obtained in a Bruker D8 DISCOVER A25 diffractometer equipped with a 

vertical goniometer under theta-theta geometry using Ni filtered Cu Kα (λ=1,5418 Å) radiation 

and operated at 40KeV and 40mA. Wide angle scanning patterns were collected from 10 to 80º 

with a step size of 0.01º and counting time of 500 seconds per step. 

The light absorption properties of the photocatalysts were investigated through UV-Vis 

spectroscopy. UV–Vis diffuse reflectance spectra were recorded on UV/VIS/NIR 

spectrophotometer Jasco V-570 equipped with an integrating sphere. The baseline was recorded 

using SpectralonTM (poly(tetrafluoroethylene) as a reference material. The Kubelka-Munk method 

based on the diffuse reflectance spectra was applied to determine the band gap function. The Eg 

was calculated form (f(R)hν)1/2 versus hν plots. The function f(R) was calculated from the 

following equation (1): 

 

𝑓(𝑅) =
(1−𝑅)2

2𝑅
   (1) 

XPS measurements were conducted at an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) multipurpose surface 

analysis system (Specs™ model, Germany) at the SCAI in Universidad de Cordoba, operating at 

pressures <10−14 MPa using a conventional X-Ray source (XR-50, Specs, Mg-Kα, 1253.6 eV) in 

a “stop-and-go” mode to reduce potential damage due to sample irradiation. The survey and 

detailed high-resolution spectra (pass energy 25 and 10 eV, step size 1 and 0.1 eV, respectively) 

were recorded at room temperature using a Phoibos 150-MCD energy analyzer. Powdered samples 

were deposited on a sample holder using double sided adhesive tape and subsequently evacuated 

under vacuum (<10−6 Torr) overnight. Eventually, the sample holder containing the degassed 

sample was transferred to the analysis chamber for XPS studies. Binding energies were referenced 

to the C1s line at 284.6 eV from adventitious carbon. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images for selected Ti-Bran nanocomposites were 

recorded in a FEI Tecnai G2 fitted with a CCD camera for ease and speed of use at the SCAI from 
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Universidad de Cordoba. The resolution is around 0.4 nm. Samples were suspended in ethanol and 

deposited straight away on a copper grid prior to analysis. 

ICP-MS experiments were conducted at the SCAI of Universidad de Cordoba. Prior to 

analysis and metal quantification, samples were prepared by treating 0.05 g of nanocomposite 

material with 1 mL concentrated HF (till complete dissolution of the powder) in special recipients. 

In some cases, a few drops of HNO3 and HCl were also added to ensure complete dissolution of 

the samples, which were subsequently topped with milli Q water to 25 mL total volume. Samples 

were then immediately analyzed in an ICP/MS Perkin Elmer ELAN-DRC-e model equipped with 

an automatic diluting injecting system and ionization under Ar plasma followed by quadrupole ion 

detection with a DRC cell to remove potential inferences. 

 

3.2.2.3. Photocatalytic activity experiments 

The photocatalytic activity of the synthesized Ti-Bran catalysts was tested in the oxidation of 

benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde. All reactions were performed in a Pyrex cylindrical double-walled 

immersion well reactor equipped with medium pressure 125W mercury lamp (λ= 365 nm), 

supplied by Photochemical Reactors Ltd. UK (Model RQ 3010). A homogeneous suspension of 

the catalyst was obtained by means of magnetic stirring at 1100 rpm. Benzyl alcohol was prepared 

in acetonitrile medium with an initial concentration of 1.5 mM. The reaction temperature was set 

at 30 °C. Experiments were performed from 150 mL of the mother solution with catalyst loading 

of 1 g/L under UV light for 4 hours. Air bubbling was also applied with a flow rate at 25 mL/min. 

The reaction solution was put into dark environment for 30 min prior to the reaction in order to 

equilibrate the adsorption-desorption over the photocatalyst surface. At each sampling point, 1 mL 

sample was collected directly from the reactor and filtered (0.20, 20 µm, 25 mm, nylon filters). 

High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC, Waters Model 590 pump) equipped with a Dual 

Absorbance Detector (Waters 2487) and the SunFire™ C18 (3.5µm, 150 mm length, 4.6 mm inner 

diameter) column provided by Waters was applied to determine the concentration of the model 

compound. The mobile phase was Milli-Q water/acetonitrile/methanol in the volumetric ratio of 
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77.5: 20: 2.5 with 0.1% of H3PO4. The isocratic elution flow rate was 1 mL/min and the injection 

volume was 10 µL. 

 

3.2.3. Results and discussion 

The synthesized nanocomposites denoted as Ti-Bran were characterized using a number of 

analytical techniques. Nitrogen physisorption isotherms of Ti-containing nanocomposites 

indicated the presence of a certain interparticle macro/mesoporosity in the materials after the 

calcinations process, most probably due to the removal of some organics from the decomposition 

of wheat bran (Figure S1). Materials were essentially non-porous in nature, as expected from wheat 

bran, although the observed interparticle porosity was reflected in the observed not negligible 

surface areas (<20 m2 g-1, Table 1).  

Table 1. Textural properties and Ti content of Ti-Bran nanocomposites 

Sample 
Surface 

area 

(m2/g) 

Pore size 

(nm) 

Pore volume 

(cm3/g) 

Ti contenta 

(wt%) 

Titania 

nanoparticle 

sizeb (nm) 

Bran <5 - - - - 

0.5% Ti-Bran 10 27 0.07 8.1 4.6 (5) 

1% Ti-Bran 12 32 0.09 14.0 5.7 (6) 

2% Ti-Bran 15 35 0.1 24.6 5.2 (6) 

5% Ti-Bran 13 25 0.1 36.5 6.2 (7) 

10% Ti-Bran 20 30 0.1 41.4 7.8 (10) 

a Ti content measured by ICP/MS 

b nanoparticle sizes was calculated using the Scherrer equation as compared to average particle 

size by TEM (in brackets), respectively 

XRD patterns compiled in Figure 1 pointed to the clear presence of a distinctive anatase phase 

in the materials, together with the presence of additional crystalline phases (not quantified) of a 

range of metal oxides in low quantities including Zn, Mn and related trace elements detected in 
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ICP/MS analysis (not quantified). All materials exhibited almost identical XRD patterns differing 

only in terms of the intensity of the main diffraction lines. The calculated titania nanoparticle size 

using the Scherrer equation from XRD patterns was of ca. 4.6-7.8 nm for all synthesized 

nanomaterials, slightly increasing at high Ti loadings in the materials (Table 1). 

 

Figure 1. XRD pattern of 5% Ti-Bran nanocomposite as compared to the diffraction lines of the 

pure anatase phase (red vertical lines). 

Further XPS characterization studies confirmed the presence of incorporated Ti4+ species 

(Ti2p3/2, 458.3 eV) in the materials as clearly illustrated in Figure 2. Interestingly, the fitting peak 

at ca. 454.5 eV in the Ti2p spectra of 0.5% Ti-Bran catalyst might be ascribed to the substitution 

of oxygen by carbon species in the TiO2 lattice and formation of Ti-C bond which can also be 

observed in the C1s spectra from the peak at 282.2 eV [30, 31]. The difference in the fitting peak 

for Ti2p of 454.5 eV and 458.3 eV is potentially resulted from the presence of C-Ti-O bond in the 

TiO2 lattice that the electronegativity of C (2.55) is lower than that of O (3.44) which results in 

more electron-rich in Ti-O bond and further affects the difference in binding energy. This may 
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also indicate the lattice distortion due to the presence of C atom [24], as similarly observed in the 

XPS spectra of other Ti-Bran catalysts. Ti content (Table 1) was also quantified via ICP/MS and 

was found to be in the range of 8 to 40 wt% of the final materials in the Ti-Bran samples after 

partial removal of the organics from wheat bran. 

 

Figure 2. XPS spectra of 0.5% Ti-Bran: Ti2p (left), C1s (right). 

Nevertheless, nanoparticle sizes could remain relatively small probably due to the 

mechanochemical process between the titania precursor and the wheat bran as well as to the partial 

(not complete) elimination of part of the organic phase from wheat bran in the calcinations. Indeed, 

these results were in good agreement with TEM images of the synthesized Ti-Bran 

nanocomposites which clearly depicted the presence of highly dispersed and homogeneously 

distributed titania nanoparticles (black dots) on the remnants of the wheat bran feedstock (Figure 

3). The visualized nanoparticle sizes on TEM also correlated well with results of XRD patterns 

obtained using the Scherrer equation, with particle sizes around 10 nm (10% Ti-Bran) and even 

smaller (5-7 nm) for lower loaded Ti-Bran nanocomposites (Figure 3, top images). Some titania 

aggregates could also be observed in TEM images of the synthesized nanocomposites although 

these were clearly minor. 
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Figure 3. TEM micrographs of 0.5% Ti-Bran (top images) and 10% Ti-Bran (bottom images). 

Titania nanoparticles could be clearly visualized as black dots. 

Optical absorption spectra of the synthesized photonanocomposites with different TiO2 content 

are shown in Figure S2. As expected, the optical response of all the catalysts were extended into 

the visible light region with a slight enhancement of light absorption of all the samples achieved 

at a wavelength of around 400 nm as compared to that of pure anatase TiO2 (< 387 nm). The 

promotion of the light response could be attributed to the presence of carbon and trace elements 

which act as photosensitizer [32] and probably the newly created heterojunctions between TiO2 

and the carbon support. The average band gap of the synthesized samples is ca. 3.0 eV, reduced as 

compared to pure anatase TiO2 (3.2eV). Details about the band gap energy and absorption 

threshold can be seen in Table S2. 
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Table 2. Photocatalytic oxidation of benzyl alcohol using different photocatalysts 

a Apart from BHA and BAC, the remaining selectivity to 100 corresponds mostly to CO2 

b BHA: benzaldehyde  

c BAC: benzoic acid 

 

After careful materials characterization, the application of the synthesized 

photonanocomposites was subsequently investigated in the selective photo-oxidation of benzyl 

alcohol to benzaldehyde. A summary of photocatalytic activity experiments has been presented in 

Table 2, while the comparison of photocatalytic performance in oxidation of benzyl alcohol 

between 10% Ti-Bran and other reported TiO2 based catalysts was listed in Table S3. The 

conversion of the controlled photolysis (blank reaction, in the absence of catalysts) was found to 

be negligible (<5%) after 4 h of illumination time, as well as the conversion with 0.5% Ti-Bran. 

Upon increasing Ti content, both conversion of starting material and yield of benzyl alcohol 

increased with the content of TiO2 on the carbonaceous nanocomposite. The maximum yield of 

benzaldehyde (ca. 20% at 33% conversion of benzyl alcohol) was achieved for 10%Ti-Bran 

catalyst with a selectivity of over 60%. Comparatively, the P-25 Evonik titania photocatalyst 

provided a maximum of 33% yield, with quantitative conversion of starting material (mostly 

Catalyst Conversion (%) 
Selectivitya BHAb 

(%) Yield BHA (%) 
Selectivity BACc 

(%) 

Photolysis <3 - - - 

0.5% Ti-Bran <5 73 <5 - 

1% Ti-Bran 16 53 9 <5 

2% Ti-Bran 20 63 12 <5 

5% Ti-Bran 19 89 17 <5 

10% Ti-Bran 33 66 20 <5 

TiO2 (P-25) >99 32 33 6 
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mineralization of benzyl alcohol takes place under the investigated conditions).[13] Taking into 

account the titania content in both materials, we can conclude that the designed titania-wheat bran 

nanocomposites outperform commercial titania nanomaterials in the investigated selective photo-

oxidation. The higher selectivity towards benzaldehyde for Ti-Bran nanocomposites (see Table 2) 

may be attributed to the incorporation of carbon atoms on the TiO2 lattice. Additionally, 

researchers suggested that carbon acted as photosensitizer and the excited electrons could migrate 

to the conduction band of TiO2 which would be transferred to surface-absorbed O2 and forming 

superoxide anions. The superoxide anions could further convert to ∙OH and initiate the reaction. 

[8] Over-oxidation products including benzoic acid were observed in the experiments using 

catalysts with TiO2 content ≥1.0%, although these were obtained in relatively minor quantities.  

 

3.2.4. Conclusions 

This contribution was aimed to illustrate the potential of valorizing agroindustrial waste into a 

range of valuable materials, chemicals and fuels. The use of wheat bran, a residue with numerous 

available from the agricultural industry, as feedstock for the design of innovative photocatalytic 

nanocomposites for advanced applications in the selective conversion of benzyl alcohol to 

benzaldehyde, a well-known specialty chemical with important applications in the food, fragrances 

and cosmetics industries. The use of a simple, efficient and environmentally friendly technology 

(ball milling, mechanochemistry) provided the possibility to synthesizing titania-containing 

nanocomposites with promising textural and surface properties and useful photocatalytic activities 

in the selected photo-oxidation process. The optimum nanocomposite (10% Ti-Bran) provided a 

20% yield of benzaldehyde at 33% conversion of benzyl alcohol, comparable to that of P25 Evonik 

commercial titania utilized under the same conditions for comparative purposes. 
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Table S1. Synthesized Ti-Bran nanomaterials using varying quantities of titanium isopropoxide 

Material Quantity of Titanium isopropoxide (µL) 

0.5%Ti-Bran 157 

1%Ti/Bran 307 

2%Ti-Bran 615 

5%Ti-Bran 1536 

10%Ti-Bran 3072 

 

 

 

Table S2. Band gap and light absorption threshold of different Ti-Bran catalysts 

Catalyst Band Gap (eV) Absorption threshold (nm) 

0.5%Ti-Bran 2.94 421 

1%Ti-Bran 3.07 403 

2% Ti-Bran 3.09 401 

5% Ti-Bran 3.07 403 

10% Ti-Bran 3.00 413 
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Table S3. Comparison of photocatalytic efficiency of catalysts in selective oxidation of benzyl 

alcohol 

Catalyst 

Catal. 

loading 

(g/L) 

Solvent 

Init. 

Conc.  

(mM) 

Conv. 

(%) 

Selec. 

BHA (%) 

Yield 

BHA 

(%) 

Reac. 

Cond. 
Ref. 

10% Ti-

Bran 
1 CH3CN 1.5 33 66 20 

125W 

Hg lamp, 

4h, 30 0C 

- 

5% TiO2-

MAGSNC 
1 CH3CN 1.5 20 84 17 

125W 

Hg lamp,  

4h, 30 0C 

 [1] 

TiO2-

MAGSNC 
1 CH3CN 1.5 50 90 47 

125W 

Hg lamp, 

4h, 30 0C 

[2] 

Fe/TiO2/Ze

SPD 
3 CH3CN 1.0 48 - 46 

150 W 

Xe lamp, 

8h, 35 0C 

[3] 

Fe-

TiO2/ZeUI 
3 CH3CN 1.0 10 - 9 

150 W 

Xe lamp, 

8h, 35 0C 

[3] 

TiO2 5 CH3CN 5 >99 - >99 

1.8*104 

lux, blue 

LED 

lamp, 4h, 

25 0C 

[4] 

TiO2 (rutile) 5 CH3CN 9.66 - - 26 

300 W 

Xe lamp, 

12h, - 

[5] 
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Figure S1. Nitrogen physisorption isotherms of 5%Ti-Bran as compared to the parent wheat bran 

(BranFine). 
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Figure S2. UV-Vis absorption spectra of different Ti-Bran catalysts 
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Abstract 

TiO2 (anatase phase) has excellent photocatalytic performance and different methods have been 

reported to overcome its main limitation of high band gap energy. In this work, TiO2-magnetically-

separable nanocomposites (MAGSNC) photocatalysts with different TiO2 loading were 

synthesized using a simple one-pot mechanochemical method. Photocatalysts were characterized 

https://10.0.13.62/nano6050093
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by a number of techniques and their photocatalytic activity was tested in the selective oxidation of 

benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde. Extension of light absorption into the visible region was achieved 

upon titania incorporation. Results indicated that the photocatalytic activity increased with TiO2 

loading on the catalysts, with moderate conversion (20%) at high benzaldehyde selectivity (84%) 

achieved for 5% TiO2-MAGSNC. These findings pointed out a potential strategy for the 

valorization of lignocellulosic-based biomass under visible light irradiation using designer 

photocatalytic nanomaterials. 

 

Keywords: TiO2; magnetically separable photocatalysts; selective photo-oxidation; 

mechanochemical synthesis; ball mill 

 

3.3.1. Introduction 

Photocatalysis has been considered as one of the most environmentally friendly and promising 

technologies owing to advantages such as being clean, efficient, cost-effective, and energy-saving 

[1–3] Typical applications of photocatalysis are conversion of CO2 to fuels and chemicals [4–8], 

self-cleaning surfaces [9,10], disinfection of water [11,12], oxidation of organic compounds [13–

15], and production of hydrogen from water splitting [16–19]. In this regard, different types of 

heterogeneous photocatalysts have been extensively reported, including metal oxide nanoparticles, 

composite nanomaterials, metal-organic frameworks, plasmonic photocatalysts, and polymeric 

graphitic carbon nitride [3,4]. 

Among these different types of photocatalysts, TiO2 has been extensively investigated and is 

one of the most widely used in the aforementioned applications due to its excellent photocatalytic 

activity, high thermal and chemical stability, low cost, and non-toxicity [20,21]. However, in spite 

of its advantages, the main drawback of TiO2 in photocatalysis relates to the large band gap (3.2 

eV) for its anatase crystalline phase which restricts its utilization to ultraviolet (UV) irradiation (λ 

< 387 nm), with UV irradiation comprising less than 5% of the solar energy. Therefore, it is very 

important to extend the photocatalytic activity of TiO2 nanocatalysts under visible light to profit 
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from abundant solar energy. Various approaches have been developed to improve the photoactivity 

of TiO2 by lowering the band-gap energy and delaying the recombination of the excited electron-

hole pairs, i.e., cationic [22,23] and anionic [20,24,25] doping, dye photosensitization, deposition 

of noble metals. Photocatalysts doped with noble metals can improve their photoactivities, but 

with limitations for large scale applications. Importantly, the design of photocatalysts featuring 

magnetic separation has not been considered to a large extent despite the obvious advantages of 

separation and recycling for magnetically-separable heterogeneous photocatalysts [26]. 

Conventional methods for heterogeneous catalyst recovery, such as filtration, centrifugation, etc., 

are either time consuming or costly, while the enhanced magnetically-separable properties of the 

heterogeneous catalyst can exceed these limitations. In recent years, photocatalysts with TiO2 

coated on magnetic particles have been reported by many researchers [27–29], which showed 

enhanced photocatalytic activities and feasible separation by applying external magnetic field. 

Ojeda et al. reported a maghemite/silica nanocomposite, which were also magnetically separable 

[30], followed by a report on the incorporation of TiO2 on maghemite/silica nanocomposites under 

ultrasounds which exhibited excellent photocatalytic performance in the selective oxidation of 

benzyl alcohol [31]. 

The selective oxidation of alcohols to the corresponding carbonyl compounds accounts for one 

of the most significant transformations in organic chemistry. Particularly, the conversion of benzyl 

alcohol (BA) to benzaldehyde (BHA) has attracted extensive attention, since benzaldehyde is 

widely applied in food, pharmaceutical, and perfumery industries and as building block in other 

chemical industries. Recently, the photocatalytic oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde has 

been reported using different catalysts and chlorine-free benzaldehyde with high selectivity, with 

respect to the traditional syntheses-either by benzyl chloride hydrolysis or via toluene oxidation 

[15,26,32]. 

In continuation with research efforts from the group related to the design of advanced 

nanomaterials for (photo)catalytic processes, we aimed to synthesize an advanced magnetically-

separable nanophotocatalyst (TiO2-MAGSNC) using a simple one-pot mechanochemical method 

under ball mill. A widely-reported porous support (SBA-15) was utilized as support, together with 

an iron precursor and propionic acid to obtain a magnetic phase able to provide magnetically-

separable features to the catalyst. A high-energy ball milling process was applied in this work 
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which could provide small nanoparticle sizes as well as a highly homogeneous crystalline structure 

and morphology. TiO2-MAGSNC catalysts were found to be photoactive with a high selectivity 

in the selective oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde.  

 

3.3.2. Experimental 

 

3.3.2.1. Synthesis of TiO2/MAGSNC Photocatalysts 

SBA-15 silica was prepared using the procedure reported by Bonardet et al. [33] Different 

amounts of titanium precursor were used to obtain various contents of TiO2 (0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0 wt %)  

on the catalysts. Titanium incorporation was subsequently achieved by a simple mechanochemical 

method in a planetary ball mill under previous optimized conditions [34]. In detail, Pluronic P123 

surfactant (Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA) (8.0 g) was dissolved in deionized water 

(260 mL) and HCl (Panreac Química S.L.U., Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain) (12 M, 40 mL) under 

vigorous stirring, at 40 °C for 2 h. Upon complete dissolution, 7 g of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) 

(Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA) were added dropwise to the above solution. The 

mixture was stirred at 40 °C for 24 h, followed by hydrothermal treatment at 100 °C for 48 h in an 

oven. The white solid was separated from the solution by filtration and dried at 60 °C. The template 

was removed by calcination at 600 °C for 8 h. Different amounts (13, 59, 188 and 661 μL) of 

titanium isopropoxide (Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA), 1.34 g Fe(NO3)3·9H2O (Merck, 

Darmstadt, Hesse, Germany), 0.5 g SBA-15 and 0.25 mL propionic acid (Panreac Química S.L.U., 

Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain) were added to a 125 mL reaction chamber with eighteen 10 mm 

stainless steel balls and then ground in a Retsch PM-100 planetary ball mill (350 rpm, 10 min) 

(Retsch GmbH, Haan, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany). Materials calcination was performed 

at 400 °C (heating rate 3 °C/min) for 5 h in a furnace under an oxygen deficient atmosphere (static 

air). MAGSNC sample was synthesized under same conditions without adding titanium 

isopropoxide. All chemicals were used as received.   
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3.3.2.2. Characterization of the TiO2-MAGSNC Photocatalysts 

The crystal phase structures of TiO2-MAGSNC samples were examined by powder X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) measurements performed in a Bruker D8 DISCOVER A25 diffractometer 

(Bruker Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA) equipped with a vertical goniometer under theta-theta 

geometry using Ni filtered Cu Kα (λ = 1.5418 Å) radiation and operated at 40 KeV and 40 mA. 

Wide angle scanning patterns were collected from 10° to 80° with a step size of 0.01° and counting 

time of 500 s per step. 

Textural properties of the samples were determined by N2 physisorption using a Micromeritics 

ASAP 2020 automated system (Micromeritics Instrument Corporation, Norcross, GA, USA) with 

the Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) and the Barret-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) methods. Prior to 

adsorption measurements, samples were degassed under vacuum (0.1 Pa) for 4 h at 300 °C. 

A UV/VIS/NIR spectrophotometer Jasco V-570 (JASCO international Co., Ltd., Hachioji, 

Tokyo, Japan) equipped with an integrating sphere was used to record Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-

VIS) diffuse reflectance spectra. The baseline was obtained with SpectralonTM 

(poly(tetrafluoroethylene) as a reference material. The Kubelka-Munk method was utilized (from 

diffuse reflectance spectra) to determine the band gap function. Function f(R) was calculated from 

the following equation: 

𝑓(𝑅) =
(1 − 𝑅)2

2𝑅
 (1) 

while Eg was calculated from (f(R)hν)1/2 versus hν plots. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were carried out with a VG Scientific 

photoelectron spectrometer ESCALAB-210 (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) with Al Kα 

radiation (1486.6 eV) from an X-ray source, operating at 15 kV and 20 mA. Survey spectra in the 

energy range from 0 to 1350 eV with 0.4 eV step were recorded for all the samples. High resolution 

spectra were recorded with 0.1 eV step, 100 ms dwell time and 25 eV pass energy. A ninety degree 

take-off angle was employed in all measurements. Curve fitting was carried out using the CasaXPS 

software (Casa Software Ltd., Cheshire, England, UK), which each component of the complex 
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envelope is described as a Gaussian–Lorentzian sum function; a constant 0.3 (±0.05) G/L ratio 

was used. The background was fitted using a nonlinear Shirley model. Measured transmission 

function and Scofield sensitivity factors have been employed for quantification purposes. An 

aromatic carbon C 1s peak at 284.5 eV was used as the reference of binding energy. 

Scanning electron microscopy images were recorded with a JEOL JSM-6300 scanning 

microscope (JEOL Ltd., Akishima, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with Energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDX) at 20 kV. An Au/Pd coating was employed to analyze samples on a high-

resolution sputtering SC7640 instrument (Quorum Technologies Ltd., Lewes, England, UK) (up 

to 7 nm thickness) at a sputtering rate of 1.5 kV per minute. 

FEI Tecnai G2 (FEI Tecnai, Hillsboro, OR, USA) fitted with a Charge-coupled Device (CCD) 

camera for ease and speed of use was applied to record the transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) images of the synthesized TiO2-MAGSNC samples at the Research Support Service Center 

(SCAI) from Universidad de Cordoba. The resolution of the equipment is around 0.4 nm. Prior to 

the recording, samples were prepared by suspension in ethanol, assisted by sonication and followed 

by deposition on a copper grid. 

The magnetic susceptibility was measured at low frequency (470 Hz) using a Bartington MS-

2 (Bartington Instruments Ltd., Witney, England, UK), at room temperature. 

 

3.3.2.3. Photocatalytic experiments 

A Pyrex cylindrical double-wall immersion well reactor equipped with medium pressure 125 

W mercury lamp (λ = 365 nm), which was supplied by Photochemical Reactors Ltd. UK (Model RQ 

3010), (Reading, UK) was used in all the catalytic reactions (Figure 1). The distance between the 

light source and reaction media was ca. (ca.: abbreviation of circa) 10 nm and irradiance of the 

light source reached 1845.6 W/m2. Magnetic stirring with a speed of 1100 rpm was utilized in the 

batch reactor to obtain a homogenous suspension of the TiO2-MAGSNC photocatalysts. The 

reaction temperature was established at 30 °C. 1.5 mM benzyl alcohol (Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St. 

Louis, MO, USA) was prepared in acetonitrile (Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA) medium. 
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Experiments were performed from 150 mL of the mother solution and 1 g/L of catalyst 

concentration for 4 h under UV light and air bubbling conditions (25 mL/min). In order to 

equilibrate the adsorption-desorption over the photocatalyst surface, the reaction solution was left 

in the dark for 30 min before each reaction. Samples were periodically withdrawn (ca. 1 mL) from 

the photoreactor at different times and filtered off (0.20 μm, 25 mm, nylon filters). The 

concentration of model compound was determined by a high-performance liquid chromatography 

(HPLC, Waters Model 590 pump) (Waters Limited, Hertfordshire, UK) equipped with a dual 

absorbance detector (Waters 2487) and the SunFire™ C18 (3.5 μm, 150 mm length, 4.6 mm inner 

diameter) column provided by Waters. The mobile phase was Milli-Q water/acetonitrile/methanol 

in the volumetric ratio of 77.5:20:2.5 with 0.1% of H3PO4 (Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St. Louis, MO, 

USA). We used isocratic elution at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The injection volume was 10 μL. TiO2 

P25 (approx. 80% anatase and 20% rutile) is a commercial catalyst purchased from Evonik 

Industries (Evonik Industries AG, Essen, Germany) and used as comparison here. 

 

Figure 1. Reaction system: (1) lamp cooling system; (2) double-walled immersion well 

reactor; (3) photoreactor; (4) port for taking samples; (5) 125 W ultraviolet (UV) lamp; (6) 

mother solution; and (7) magnetic stirrer. 
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3.3.3. Results and discussion 

XRD analysis was performed to investigate the crystal phase of the synthesized 

TiO2-MAGSNC nanocomposites. The XRD pattern of a representative sample (5% TiO2-

MAGSNC) is shown in Figure 2 The mean observed peaks (2θ = 35.6°) could be assigned to the 

presence of a magnetic phase (in principle γ-Fe2O3, although the presence of a magnetite phase 

cannot be completely ruled out) while titania peaks were not obvious due to the low titanium 

loading on the supports; hence, particle size could not be worked out from these data. By applying 

the Scherrer equation, iron oxide nanoparticle sizes can be calculated to be ca. 14 nm. Results from 

XRD pattern also suggested that our simple mechanochemical protocol can successfully lead to 

the formation of magnetically-separable nanocomposites, as further supported with subsequent 

characterization techniques. 

N2 absorption-desorption isotherms were used to evaluate the textural properties of the  

TiO2-MAGSNC samples with different content of TiO2. The isotherms (Figure 3) matched the 

characteristic type IV isotherm profile indicating these samples are essentially mesoporous in 

nature. In comparison to commercial titanium oxide (59 m2·g−1) our materials possess significantly 

higher surface area (generally 400–500 m2·g−1), without any significant changes in terms of 

textural properties with respect to those of the parent MAGSNC, probably due to the low titania 

loading. These could also be observed in TEM images. Pore volumes in the 0.40–0.45 mLg−1 range 

and diameters typical of the parent SBA-15 material (ca. 6 nm) were also obtained. 
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Figure 2. X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of 5% TiO2- MAGSNC photocatalysts. (PDF 21-1272 

and PDF 39-1346 are the card numbers for the crystalline structures in the data base, while 

Anatase, syn and Maghemite-C, syn are the corresponding structure names.) 

 

 

Figure 3. N2 absorption-desorption isotherm of 5% TiO2-MAGSNC photocatalysts. P: partial 

vapor pressure of adsorbate gas in equilibrium with the surface at 77.4 K; P0: saturated pressure 

of adsorbate gas. 
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Diffuse reflectance (DR) UV-VIS spectroscopy was used to record the optical properties of 

the samples. UV-VIS adsorption spectra of TiO2-MAGSNC samples are shown in Figure 4, which 

showed extensions of absorption band into the visible region for all catalysts. Significant 

enhancement of light absorption of all samples was achieved at a wavelength of around 700 nm, 

when comparing to those of pure commercial TiO2 (P25, 386 nm). The extension of light 

absorption of the synthesized catalysts into the visible range was probably resulting from the 

presence of the photocatalytic composite, iron oxide phase, on the MAGSNC supports. As a result 

of the extension of light absorption into the visible light range, better utilization of the abundant 

solar energy might be possible. 

 

Figure 4. Diffuse reflectance (DR) Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-VIS) absorption spectra of different 

TiO2-MAGSNC photocatalysts. P25: pure commercial TiO2 from Evonik Industries. 

The band gaps of synthesized TiO2-MAGSNC were calculated, based on the Kubelka-Munk 

function (Table 1), to be in the 1.62 to 1.67 eV range. These extraordinary low values are derived 

from the iron oxide phase formed during ball mill in the synthetic stage as a result of the 

mechanochemical process [30,34], which only slightly decrease upon titanium incorporation. With 

Fe3+
 radius (0.64 Å) close to that of Ti4+

 (0.68 Å), the incorporation of Fe3+ into the TiO2 crystal 

lattice during synthesis may also take place [35]. The proposed one-pot synthesis procedure might 

facilitate the incorporation of Fe3+ and formation of heterojunctions between TiO2 and iron oxide 

phases during the transformation of titanium precursor to TiO2 which might favor the charge 

separation in the catalysts and further improve the photocatalytic activity. 
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Table 1. Optical properties of synthesized TiO2-MAGSNC photocatalysts. P25: pure commercial 

TiO2 from Evonik Industries. 

Materials Band Gap [eV] Absorption Threshold [nm] 

TiO2-P25 3.21 386 

MAGSNC 1.75 705 

0.5% TiO2-MAGSNC 1.62 765 

1.0% TiO2-MAGSNC 1.63 761 

2.0% TiO2-MAGSNC 1.65 751 

5.0% TiO2-MAGSNC 1.67 740 

 

In order to analyze the chemical states of the prepared samples, XPS spectra were also 

recorded. Figure 5a depicts binding energies (BEs) of ca. 463.3 and 457.5 eV for Ti 2p3/2 and Ti 

2p1/2, respectively, characteristic of the Ti4+ cation with a 5.8 eV spin orbit splitting. The fitting 

peak with higher binding energy arises from the Ti4+ species in a Ti–O–Fe structure. Electrons can 

be induced by transfer from Ti4+ to Fe3+
 in the Ti–O–Fe bond due to the electronegativity difference 

between Ti4+ (1.54) and Fe3+ (1.83), which makes Ti4+ species potentially less electron-rich (and 

Fe3+ more electron-rich), resulting in the increase of BE for Ti4+ species and decrease of BE for 

Fe3+ [36]. Peaks at a binding energy of 723.8 (Fe 2p1/2) and 710.2 eV (Fe 2p3/2) also correlated 

well to typical signals of Fe3+ from Fe 2p in Figure 5b, which confirmed the presence of such 

species in the nanocomposites, in good agreement with XRD results. Despite the stability of the 

hematite phase (as most thermodynamically stable at temperature over 300 °C), the magnetic phase 

was still well preserved after calcination at 400 °C. Most importantly, the absence of any Fe2+ 

species on the external surface in all catalysts can be confirmed from XPS spectra (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra of 5% TiO2-MAGSNC 

photocatalysts: (a) Ti 2p; and (b) Fe 2p. 

Both scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and TEM images of the catalysts were in good 

agreement with the textural properties and characterization results of the mesoporous 

nanocomposites (Figures 6 and 7). Element mapping illustrated for 2% TiO2-MAGSNC pointed 

out that both Ti4+ and Fe3+ were homogeneously distributed on the supports, in line with analogous 

observations for the other catalysts. Particularly, the fully preserved SBA-15 structure could be 

visualized in TEM micrographs of the final photocatalytic nanomaterials, with small nanoparticles 

(ca. average nanoparticle size 10 nm), in good agreement with XRD results. Titania nanoparticles 

could not be distinguished from TEM images, in line with XRD data, which may again relate to a 

very high dispersion of TiO2 in the nanocomposites at such low loadings. Results of EDX analysis 

have been summarized on Table 2, showing a good agreement in terms of Ti content on the 

catalysts with respect to the theoretical Ti content selected. These findings confirm the excellent 

incorporation of Ti provided by the proposed mechanochemical approach. 
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Figure 6. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images: (a) 5% TiO2-MAGSNC photocatalysts; 

(b) 2% TiO2-MAGSNC nanocomposites; and elements mapping of 2% TiO2-MAGSNC 

photocatalysts: (c) Si; (d) Fe; (e) Ti. 
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Figure 7. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of 5% TiO2-MAGSNC 

photocatalysts. 

Table 2. Ti and Fe content on TiO2-MAGSNC photocatalysts (obtained from energy-dispersive 

X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis). 

Sample ID Ti (wt %) Fe (wt %) 

0.5% TiO2-MAGSNC 0.2 19.2 

1.0% TiO2-MAGSNC 1.0 24.4 

2.0% TiO2-MAGSNC 1.7 16.2 

5.0% TiO2-MAGSNC 4.7 9.6 

 

The magnetic susceptibility of the TiO2-MAGSNC photocatalysts were summarized in Table 

3, showing that the obtained catalysts all possessed relatively strong ferromagnetism and could be 

easily separated from the reaction mixture using a simple magnet. 

 

Table 3. The magnetic susceptibility of the TiO2-MAGSNC photocatalysts. 

Sample ID Magnetic Susceptibility (× 10−6 m3·kg−1) 

0.5% TiO2-MAGSNC 116.7 

1.0% TiO2-MAGSNC 179.1 

2.0% TiO2-MAGSNC 117.7 

5.0% TiO2-MAGSNC 130.0 
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After characterization, the effectiveness of TiO2-MAGSNC photocatalysts with different TiO2 

content was subsequently studied in the photo-oxidation of benzyl alcohol. Photocatalytic activity 

experiment results have been summarized on Table 4. With illumination time of 4 h, the reaction 

using TiO2-MAGSNC photocatalysts with low TiO2 loading (≤1.0 wt %) provided negligible (<5%) 

photoconversion of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde, with conversion only increasing with TiO2 

loading. The magnetically-separable support (MAGSNC) or SBA-15 itself did not provide any 

photoactivity under otherwise identical reaction conditions. Bare iron oxides can promote the 

recombination of photogenerated electron-hole pairs, resulting in inactive materials. Interestingly, 

a titania loading as low as 5% onto MAGSNC containing the iron oxide phase could significantly 

decrease the band gap of the TiO2 as well as improve the photoconversion of benzyl alcohol (up 

to 20% in this work) with a remarkable 84% selectivity to the target product. No over-oxidation 

products, such as benzoic acid and/or CO2 from mineralization, were observed in the photo-

oxidation of benzyl alcohol photocatalyzed by TiO2-MAGSNC. Under the same photocatalytic 

conditions, the photoconversion of P25 Evonik was obviously quantitative but with an extremely 

low selectivity to benzaldehyde (32%, over 65% to mineralization), almost comparable in terms 

of product yield. The enhancement of the photocatalytic properties of the TiO2-MAGSNC catalysts, 

especially in terms of selectivity, makes very attractive this type of magnetically separable 

nanocomposite containing low titania content, as compared to pure P25 commercial photocatalysts.  

Table 4. Photocatalytic oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde 1. 

Catalyst Conversion [%] Selectivity BHA 2[%] Yield BHA 3[%] 

Blank (no catalyst) - - - 

SBA-15 - - - 

MAGSNC - - - 

0.5% TiO2-MAGSNC <5 94 - 

1.0% TiO2-MAGSNC <5 80 - 

2.0% TiO2-MAGSNC <10 73 - 

5.0% TiO2-MAGSNC 20 84 17 

P25 Evonik >95 32 30 

1 Reaction conditions: Co benzyl alcohol = 1.5 mM, 125 W lamp, loading: 1 g/L. (solvent: 

acetonitrile, air flow: 25 mL/min, temperature: 30 °C, reaction time: 4 h). 2 BHA: benzaldehyde. 3 

The selectivity of a reaction was estimated as the ratio of the required product to the undesirable 
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product formed during reaction. Yields were calculated as the ratio of the desired product formed 

to the total stoichiometric amount. Amount of substance (in mol) were determined using high 

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis. 

 

3.3.4. Conclusions 

Magnetically-separable catalysts with different content of TiO2 were synthesized in a one-pot 

mechanochemical approach. The synthesized TiO2-MAGSNC photocatalysts showed great 

improvement in light absorption into the visible light range (around 700 nm), with an interesting 

performance in the photocatalytic conversion of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde, particularly at 

higher loadings (5% Ti). The proposed systems will pave the way to further investigations 

currently ongoing in our group to the design of photoactive nanomaterials for selective oxidations, 

which will be reported in due course. 
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ca. Circa 

EDX Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

MAGSNC Magnetically separable nanocomposites 

P Partial vapor pressure of adsorbate gas in equilibrium with the surface at 77.4 K 

P0 Saturated pressure of adsorbate gas 

P25 Pure commercial TiO2 from Evonik Industries 

SEM Scanning electron microscopy 

TEM Transmission electron microscopy 

UV- Vis Ultraviolet- Visible 

XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

XRD Powder X-ray diffraction 
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According to the elaborated results in the previous part from the research works conducted in 

the thesis, conclusions can be drawn as below: 

1. Hydrothermal method has been employed in the synthesis of mesoporous silicas 

(SBA-15, Al-SBA-15), which were subsequently functionalized by deposition of 

various metal (Cu, Pd, Pt or metal oxide (Fe2O3 or/and TiO2) by post-synthetic 

methods, either mechanochemical method (ball milling) or flow deposition. 

2. Starting from wheat bran, a largely abundant residue from the agricultural industry, 

innovative Titania-containing photocatalytic nanocomposites with promising textural 

and surface properties has been successfully synthesized by a simple, efficient and 

environmentally friendly technology mechanical ball milling. 

3. All synthesized catalysts were carefully characterized with various techniques to 

understand their natures, such as N2 physisorption, XRD, XPS, UV-Vis, SEM, TEM, 

ICP-MS. 

4. Continuous flow hydrogenation of furfural was performed with both lab-synthesized 

mesoporous silica-based catalysts and commercial catalysts in a continuous flow 

reactor. Reaction temperature and the weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) have 

significant effects on the furfural conversion and product selectivity. In general cases, 

Pd catalysts have higher selectivity to tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol, while Pt catalysts 

favor the formation of furfuryl alcohol, which is resulted from the strong affinity 

between Pd and the furan ring. Presence of Fe2O3 can affect the dispersion of Pd 

particles on the support, causing change in the product selectivity. The lab-synthesized 

catalyst, 5% Pd/MAGSNC, offered comparable performance to the 10% Pd/C within 

the first few hours. 

5. The innovative nanocomposites, Ti-Brans, are active in the photocatalytic oxidation 

of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde, among which 10% Ti-Bran provided a 20% yield 

of benzaldehyde at 33% conversion of benzyl alcohol, comparable to the yield from 

P25 Evonik commercial titania, but the selectivity of the former material is much 

higher. The excellent photocatalytic performance 10% Ti-Bran might be attributed to 

the carbon support for the effective charge carrier separation. 
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6. The presence of Fe2O3 in TiO2-MAGSNC dramatically extended the light absorption 

of nanocomposite materials into the visible light range (around 700 nm). Without the 

presence of TiO2, the support and Fe2O3 were not active in the photocatalytic 

conversion of benzyl alcohol. TiO2-MAGSNC nanocomposites were highly selective 

in production of benzaldehyde and higher TiO2 loading on the catalysts resulted in 

higher conversion of benzyl alcohol, which could be attributed to the increase of 

catalytic active species (TiO2).  

7. The novel designed catalysts in the current thesis exhibited effective catalytic 

performance in upgrading platform molecules (furfural, benzyl alcohol) derived from 

lignocellulosic biomass to valuable chemicals using the modern technologies: flow 

chemistry and photochemistry. In general, works presented in this thesis are paving 

the way for the valorization of lignocellulosic biomass and seeking for solutions to 

produce sustainable fuels, chemicals and materials. 
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Los trabajos de investigación que se recogen dentro de esta Memoria de Tesis Doctoral se han 

realizado dentro del grupo de investigación FQM-383, Nanoquímica y Valorización de Biomasa 

y Residuos (NANOVAL), al que he tenido el privilegio de pertenecer como becario Marie Curie. 

Las líneas de trabajo llevadas a cabo por el grupo de investigación NANOVAL se centran en el 

desarrollo de nuevos nanomateriales para la transformación catalítica de biomasa y residuos en 

compuestos de alto valor añadido mediante herramientas avanzadas como la química en flujo y la 

fotocatálisis. El proyecto de esta Tesis Doctoral se corresponde con los principales objetivos del 

grupo de investigación FQM-383, entre los que destacan el diseño de nuevos nanocatalizadores y 

su aplicación en la valorización de moléculas derivadas de la biomasa lignocelulósica bien 

mediante sistemas de reacción en flujo continuo o bien mediante fotocatálisis. Los principales 

resultados obtenidos de los trabajos de investigación llevados a cabo en esta Tesis Doctoral han 

sido publicados como artículos de investigación en diferentes revistas científicas, los cuales han 

sido incluidos en la Sección3 y se resumen a continuación.  

En el primer trabajo, “Towards industrial furfural conversion: Selectivity and stability of 

palladium and platinum catalysts under continuous flow regime”, se han preparado silicatos 

mesoporosos (SBA-15 y Al-SBA-15) siguiendo un procedimiento hidrotermal y, posteriormente, 

se han funcionalizado con metal(es) (Cu, Pd, Pt) y/o Fe2O3 mediante un procedimiento 

mecanoquímico o por deposición en flujo. Los materiales sintetizados, así como otros materiales 

comerciales fueron empleados en la hidrogenación del furfural en un reactor de flujo continuo. La 

conversión de furfural (95-99 %) y la selectividad hacia el producto (74-90% a alcohol furfurílico) 

se mantuvieron relativamente estables tras tiempos en corriente entre 20 y 120 minutos a una 

temperatura de reacción de 150 ºC, obteniéndose un mayor rendimiento y más estable con el 

tiempo para el material 5%Pd/MAGSNC. Sin embargo, la actividad catalítica de los restantes 

catalizadores sintetizados decrecía con el tiempo de reacción. Los catalizadores de paladio poseen 

una mayor selectividad hacia alcohol tetrahidrofurfurilico debido a una mayor afinidad entre el Pd 

y el anillo furánico y el grupo carbonilo, mientras que el Pt favorece la formación de alcohol 

furfurílico debido a la baja afinidad que este muestra por los anillos furánicos. Por otro lado, la 

presencia de Fe2O3 puede afectar la dispersión de las partículas de Pt sobre el soporte, provocando 

un cambio en la selectividad a los productos. Los resultados de actividad catalítica sugirieron que 
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la naturaleza del catalizador, la temperatura de reacción y la velocidad espacial (WHSV) eran 

factores importantes que afectaban drásticamente a la conversión del furfural y a la selectividad a 

los productos. El catalizador 5%Pd/MAGSNC, sintetizado en el laboratorio, mostró una actividad 

catalítica similar al material comercial 10%Pd/C durante las primeras horas de reacción. Además, 

el material 5%Pd/MAGSNC conservó el carácter magnético, lo cual le permite ser aislado de la 

mezcla de reacción simplemente mediante la aplicación de un campo magnético, facilitando así su 

reactivación.  

A continuación, en el trabajo titulado “Wheat bran valorization: towards photocatalytic 

nanomaterials for benzyl alcohol photo-oxidation”, se sintetizaron composites Ti-Bran, para ser 

utilizado como fotocatalizador, empleando como soporte el salvado de trigo, que es un residuo 

agrícola bastante abundante. La síntesis se llevó a cabo mediante la adición de diferentes 

cantidades de los precursores de Ti al salvado de trigo, seguido de un proceso de molienda 

empleando un molino planetario de bolas. La presencia de TiO2 en fase anatasa en los 

nanocompositos sintetizados fue confirmada mediante la Difracción de Rayos-X (XRD), con 

tamaños de partícula cuyos valores oscilaron entre 4,6 y 7,8 nm, los cuales fueron obtenidos 

empleando la ecuación de Scherrer. El ajuste de la curva a 454,5 eV, aproximadamente, en la 

región Ti2p del espectro de Espectroscopía Fotoelectrónica de Rayos-X (XPS) de alta resolución 

en el catalizador 0,5Ti-Bran podría ser adscrita a la sustitución de oxígeno por átomos de carbono 

en la red TiO2 y a la formación de enlaces Ti-C. La mejora en la capacidad de absorción de luz 

podría deberse, potencialmente, a la presencia de átomos de C en el óxido de titanio y a la 

heterounión entre TiO2 y los soportes. Cuando el soporte empleado era únicamente carbón, este se 

mostraba inactivo en la fotooxidación del alcohol bencílico, mientras que cuando aumentaba el 

contenido de TiO2 sobre el soporte carbonoso aumentaban a su vez la conversión del alcohol 

bencílico, así como el rendimiento hacia el benzaldehído. El máximo rendimiento hacia 

benzaldehído obtenido fue obtenido 20% aproximadamente, obtenido por el catalizador 10%Ti-

Bran, con una conversión de alcohol bencílico entorno al 33%, mientras que mediante el empleo 

del catalizador comercial P-25 Evonik se conseguía una conversión de alcohol bencílico >99%, 

con un rendimiento hacia benzaldehído de solamente un 33%.  Por tanto, considerando el menor 

contenido de TiO2 en los catalizadores Ti-Bran, se puede concluir que los nanocomposites TiO2-

salvado de trigo mejoran los resultados obtenidos por el catalizador comercial de óxido de titanio 
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en la fotooxidación selectiva de alcohol bencílico. La mayor selectividad hacia benzaldehído en 

los nanocomposites Ti-Bran podría ser debida a la potencial incorporación de átomos de carbono 

en la red de TiO2 y a la heterounión entre TiO2 y los soportes, actuando el carbono como 

fotosensibilizador y así los electrones excitados podrían migrar a la banda de conducción del TiO2. 

Finalmente, en el trabajo “Mechanochemical Synthesis of TiO2 Nanocomposites as 

Photocatalysts for Benzyl Alcohol Photo-Oxidation”, se llevó a cabo la síntesis en un paso de 

nanocomposites de TiO2 magnéticamente separables empleando un método mecanoquímico y 

SBA-15 como soporte. Para llevar a cabo dicha síntesis, ambos precursores metálicos, tanto el de 

titanio como el de hierro, fueron añadidos al recipiente de molienda junto con el material SBA-15 

empleado como soporte y sometidos conjuntamente al proceso de molienda, siendo finalmente 

calcinados. El patrón de difracción de rayos-X mostró una señal a 2θ=35,6º que se corresponde a 

la fase magnética, en principio γ-Fe2O3, mientras que no se observaron las líneas de difracción 

correspondientes al Ti debido a su bajo contenido en el material sintetizado. El incremento de 

absorción de luz en el rango del visible para el catalizador sintetizado fue, probablemente, debido 

a la presencia del óxido de hierro. El protocolo de síntesis en un paso puede favorecer la 

heterounión entre Fe2O3 y TiO2, la cual, otorga a la luz visible la capacidad de activación 

electrónica y facilita la separación espacial de los pares electrón-hueco. En los espectros XPS de 

alta resolución en la región del Ti2p, la curva se ajusta con energías de enlace mayores como 

consecuencia de la presencia de especies Ti4+ en la estructura Ti-O-Fe, en las cuales se podría 

inducirse una transferencia electrónica desde el Ti4+ hacia el Fe3+
 en el enlace Ti–O–Fe debido a 

la diferencia de electronegatividad entre el Ti4+ (1.54) y el Fe3+ (1.83), resultando en un incremento 

de energía de enlace para especies Ti4+ y un descenso de esta para especies Fe3+. La actividad 

fotocatalítica de los materiales sintetizados fue evaluada en la oxidación selectiva del alcohol 

bencílico. Tanto el soporte como el Fe2O3 no eran activos en la conversión fotocatalítica del 

alcohol bencílico en ausencia de TiO2, lo que indica que el TiO2 es el centro fotocatalítico activo. 

Los nanocomposites de TiO2-MAGSNC se mostraron altamente efectivos en la producción de 

benzaldehído y cuanto mayor contenido en TiO2 en el catalizador daba lugar a una mayor 

conversión de alcohol bencílico, la cual podría atribuirse a un incremento de centros activos (TiO2). 
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